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WORLD LEADER OF INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
IN FIRE DETECTION AND ALARM SYSTEMS

Explore the new wireless
system Xpander Range.
Approved - NZS4512-2010.
Ampac designs, manufactures
and distributes world-leading

Ampac Fire Safety is the latest
addition to the Ampac Group
and is the fastest growing

for commercial, industrial and
multi-residential complexes.
protection equipment. We
Since 1974, we have been
provide a complete protection
committed to growing the scope solution with our product range
throughout the world by always
focusing on factors that build
long term success and continually
improving them. As we have
grown, so has the breadth of our
customer base and the number of
countries in which we operate.

protection products including

sprinkler droppers to list a few.
Our products are manufactured
and approved to Australian /
New Zealand and International
Ampac continues to target
standards which are also batch
key global markets with a
tested to ensure consistent
clear understanding of local
quality.
requirements and statutory
Introducing our latest sprinkler
regulations. As a result, our
testing equipment, the
operations have spread further
Dropmaster DM-12. For further
information on the complete
including Australia, New Zealand, Ampac Fire Safety range, please
EMEA (Europe Middle East Africa)
and Asia.

T: +64 9443 8072
F: +64 9443 8073
E: info.nz@ampac.net
Contact: Kevin Borley

35 Buchan Street, Sydenham, Christchurch, New Zealand
T: +64 3974 1350
F: +64 3974 1351
E: info.nz@ampac.net
Contact: Dale Sykes

Presidents Message
Fire Protection Association New Zealand

I

t is a pleasure on behalf of
FPANZ to extend a welcome to
everyone attending Fire NZ 2016.
This year we see a bigger and
brighter event with more options
and a larger contingent of streams
of key speakers and the single
largest number of Fire exhibitors in
its 18 year history.
Partnering with the IFE and
SFPE continues to provide a well
rounded spectrum of information
and international attention .The fire
NZ committee working together has
seen this event now attract a wider
audience and for the first time we
welcome the NewZealand Security
Association.(NZSA)

Keith Blind
President FPANZ
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Scott lawson FPANZ Executive
Director and Garry Morrison
CEO from the NZSA have been
developing this idea for a number
of months and we welcome the
ability to leverage some of the
key issues and cross fertilisation
of ideas we all face in the current
economic climate.
We continue to see a building
boom and an industry short of key
people who are trained in their
respective trade.The effect is to
see some works being delayed and
new entrants to the labor market
who are not fully yet trained nor
experienced and provide a product
or service that falls short of the
mark.i urge you all to participate
in the careers portion of the
conference on day one and help
provide useful information to
the careers advisors and future
employees as a positive attempt to
engage.
This conference is focussed on
the safety aspect of our industry
and looks to provide commentary
and discussion on safe design ,safe
products and the impact of life
safety on people in the community.
If you are reading this then
it has some direct interest for
you and I’m sure we will see and
experience some world class
oversight on these topics.
The past year has seen
some important milestones and
achievements.

Our conference and
membership both continue to
grow in numbers alongside
additional member benefits
provided and we strive to look for
others to help you in your own
areas of business.
The financial performance and
balance sheet is stronger than
last year as we saw the benefits
of previous investments made in
areas of CRM ,Halon ,Advertising
,Newsletters,Training and
conference by the association.
In my first commentary over
18 months ago I wrote about the
need for industry and business
leaders to step up and participate
in the fire community and we
have made excellent progress with
some important milestones in this
area,The board and council of the
association and its membership
has supported a number of new
codes of practise, MBIE and the
NewZealand Fire Service in specific
areas of their business.
We are a strong collective
who for over 40 years continue
to strive for and maintain high
ethical standards and if you are
not involved don’t sit on the
sidelines but participate within the
association and its framework at
this annual showcase and beyond.
To the event organisers this
year I extend a personal note
of thanks and I look forward to
participating in a world class event.

Eliminate Pre-action System Corrosion
Problems with N2-Blast®

Introducing the award wining N2-Blast® Designed and manufactured by South-Tek Systems, the leader in Nitrogen Generation Technology.
The N2-Blast® generates and introduces 98%+ pure Nitrogen into the Dry or Pre-action Fire
Protection System. In doing so, Oxygen, a key contributor to the corrosion reaction, is displaced
from the piping through the AutoPurge System™. The N2-Blast® effectively inhibits Electrochemical,
Galvanic and Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion (MIC), as well as freezeups and ice plugs.
How it works
The N2-Blast® produces 98%+ pure Nitrogen and introduces it to the Dry or Pre-action Fire
Protection System. In doing so, Oxygen is displaced from the piping through the AutoPurge
System™. The N2-Blast® effectively inhibits Electrochemical, Galvanic and Microbiologically
Influenced Corrosion (MIC), as well as moisture accumulation, freeze-ups and ice plugs.

Fire Protection Technologies are recognized throughout New Zealand and Australia as the leading independent supplier of special
hazard products, technical support and engineering services. Every day equipment and systems supplied by Fire Protection
Technologies are actively protecting people, property and critical assets from the hazards of fire and explosion. We pride ourselves
on supplying the highest quality products in every situation. When this is combined with our in house design, engineering and
technical support capability, we are able to provide the right solution for all your special hazard problems.

(09) 415 5488
www.fire-protection.net.nz
PO Box 303 041, North Harbour, North Shore, 0751

Auckland - Melbourne - Sydney - Brisbane - Perth - Singapore

Presidents Message
New Zealand Chapter of the Society
of Fire Protection Engineers

New Zealand

A

s we reach towards the end of
the year, it is good to look back
at what has happened this year
and what next year will bring. The
fire engineering profession and the
construction industry generally has
had a strong period over the last few
years, and this has brought growing
pains for quality and consistency in
many areas.
The MBIE Fire Review looking
at some long standing issues in the
NZ Building industry around roles
and responsibilities, particularly
in post consent stages such as
construction, passive fire protection
and the BWOF regime. These have
well recognised failings which
are coming to a head as the leaky
buildings legal claims are expanded
to cover poor construction of fire
stopping and separations and the
varying skillsets are showing in a
busy building industry. As a result,
engineers are facing increased
litigation and the resulting costs and
there are varying expectations for
construction observation and PS4s.
Much of the issue arises from what
the fire engineer is responsible for
and what lies with others, as unlike
most engineers such as structural
engineers, the fire engineer only
provides a performance requirement
such as a fire rating and how this
is to be achieved is by others along
with other constraints such as cost
and acoustics. Fire engineers are
getting forced to act as defacto
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certifiers and take liability for work
designed and installed for the 10
years after the building is finished
and potentially acting outside their
area of expertise and competence.
IPENZ are looking at clarifying
the expectations of engineers
in all disciplines in construction
monitoring as it is an ongoing issue
for structural engineers and other
disciplines and SFPE are involved
representing fire engineers.
Other parts of the MBIE review
will look at the issues arising post
consent, and how the system can be
more robust without being unwieldy.
They are not simple problems,
which is why it has taken this long
to get to grips with it and I don’t see
any easy solutions These groups
will be running over the remainder
of this year with public comment
next year and SFPE has input into
all of them, along with FPANZ, IFE
and other industry and Council
stakeholders. I encourage all readers
to be involved and make comments
and suggestions as the quality of the
output depends on the wide range
of inputs from all sectors.
As I write this column, we have
just finished a highly successful
workshop series around the country
by John Klote, an international leader
in smoke control design and author
of the Handbook of Smoke Control
Engineering and other books. The
workshops on smoke control systems
and stair pressurisation using NIST

CONTAM in Auckland, Wellington
and Christchurch were attended by
70 people, of which 20 also attended
the course on CONTAM.
It is by using the SFPE
International contacts and name
that we can get national and
international experts for education
and workshops. I see the value
of SFPE to members in this case
by providing the opportunity to
increase their knowledge and provide
continuing professional development
that they otherwise would not have
had. Continuing on this theme is
Steve Gwynne, our guest speaker and
workshop on evacuation of buildings
who has come over from Canada for
FireNZ and workshops in NZ at the
request of SFPE NZ.

Geoff Merryweather
BA MEFE MBA CPEng MIPENZ
President New Zealand Chapter of the
Society of Fire Protection Engineers
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unbreakable universal mounting
• Low power consumption - low operating temperature
• One product suits floor and wall mounting
• Universal armature - offsets to 55º to suit doors
opening past 90º • Wall mount extensions available
• 12 & 24 VDC selectable • Push off button with
no residual magnetism • Oversize armature for
easy alignment • Emergency release button
• Electroless nickel plated armature and electromagnet
• Stainless fastenings • Full local support and back up

10 YEAR GUARANTEE*

Standard, floor mounted, wall to door distance 114mm

Designed, tested and produced in
New Zealand to AS4178
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Option A – Surface Mounted
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Surface and Recess mounting
This device enhances an outstanding range of
unbreakable products which conveniently hold
open fire doors. When a smoke/fire alarm is
activated the magnet instantly releases the door
to the closed position to prevent the spread of
smoke and fire. These units feature a choice
of 3 covers for optimum aesthetic appeal and
durability. The installer can utilise one device for
surface mounting or for recess mounting.
Option B – Recess Mounted

10 YEAR GUARANTEE*

Satin Aluminium

Gloss Black

Gloss White

Loktronic Limited Unit 7 19 Edwin Street Mt Eden Auckland
P O Box 8329 Symonds Street Auckland 1150 New Zealand
Ph 64 9 623 3919 Fax 64 9 623 3881 0800 FOR LOK
mail@loktronic.co.nz www.loktronic.co.nz

For expert advice and
assistance with your security
locking needs, trust in Loktronic,
call us on 0800 367 565

GUARANTEE

*Standard terms & conditions of sale apply.
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Presidents Message
Institution of Fire Engineers (NZ Branch)
IFE our Vision
“A global organisation of fire professionals
striving to build a society safer from fire”.

Kia ora koutou katoa,
This year seems to be going
by fast, I suppose when you keep
yourself busy it does seem that way.
I have recently return from the IFE
International AGM and conference
in London. These were both held
in one of the oldest buildings in
the UK, the Guild Hall. Guildhall,
built between 1411 and 1440, was
designed to reflect the importance
of London’s ruling elite. In the
twenty-first century its splendour
is still awe-inspiring, and within
the walls of this national treasure.
So with a venue so deep in history

Trent Fearnley
GIFireE, GradDip Building Fire Safety
and Risk Engineering
President Institution of Fire
Engineers New Zealand Branch
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and mana, it was a fitting place for
the inauguration of Brian Davey as
the new International President.
Watching Brian being inaugurated
during the conference and then
being presented with a korowai
(traditional cloak) at the Presidents
diner made me proud to be a kiwi.
Graeme Quensell and I had the
honour of presenting Brian with
the korowai backed up by the
Manaia Maori Cultural Group. If you
would like to see the venue and the
presentation of the cloak please
visit our Facebook page to see the
videos of it.
Brian has been a long and faithful
servant to the Institution for over 30
years. He joined the institution in the

1970’s sit the Graduate exam and the
Members exam. Brain was an active
member of the Branch Council for
many years prior to being elected
the NZ Branch President in 2007.
Brian then was elected to the Board
of Directors where he still resides. In
2014 Brian was made a Companion
of the Institution. With a proud
history of this calibre it is no wonder
he was elected as the International
President. It is a well-deserved
honour for such a humble man.
That aside, the Branch council
has been working hard to kept up
with some of the goals that we
set out at the beginning of the
year. One of those goals was to
increase the number of Continued

Uncompromised Protection,
Unparalleled Solutions

N1

100

o.

With over 100 years of
designing fire detection
technology, we have
a solution for every
environment.

With over 30 million
sprinklers installed worldwide
every year, we are the
world’s No. 1 sprinkler
supplier.

600
Tyco has more than
600 years of combined
experience in special
hazard fire suppression.

Working with Tyco means you get the right solution,
developed by experts and supported by the resources
of a committed fire and security industry leader.

Visit us at FireNZ 2016
Stand 18 & 19

Tel:
+64 9 635 0760
Email: tsp.sales.nz@tycoint.com

Professional Development (CPD)
events that we run to support those
members who require CPD hours or
those looking to gain the EngTech
qualification. We were trying for
6 events and to date we have run
7 events. We have at least 2 more
events planned for the .We have
had 2 very successful workshops
at the NZFS National Training
Centre in Rotorua which over 80
people attended. The topic of
theses workshops was “Fire Fighting
Operations for Fire Engineers and
Designers”. It was well received by
the participants who found it very

See the actual products on display.

interesting and educational and I do
believe many of them had a sweat
up by the end of the day. Also we
have done 5 seminars on various
topics tailored for the Fire Risk
Management Officers and for IQP’s.
Once again if you have any topics
that you would like in a CPD event
please email myself or Ed Claridge
and we will try to arrange it.
We are now heavily involved
with the planning of the FireNZ
conference of which the theme is
“How Safe is Safe”. The venue this
year is bigger and hopefully this
will be our biggest conference to
date with around 75 stands and
more speakers. This year we are
bringing in a few speakers who will
focus on fire fighter safety. Adam
Course, Crew Manager from Avon
Fire and Rescue, will be presenting
on his international database of Fire
Fighter fatalities, injuries and near
misses and what the trends are. This
will enable fire services to identify
international trends and hopefully
put measures in place to minimise
these occurring in their countries.
The next speaker we have is Jason
Krusen, Special Operations Chief for

Columbia Fire Department and the
President of the US Smoke Coalition
Group. Jason will be talking on best
practice around dealing with smoke
inhalation at fires and post fire
overhaul utilising NZFS gas detectors
more efficiently. To support this
theme also we have Paul Smith from
NZFS who will be discussing the new
Work Place Carcinogen Exposure
Programme that is currently being
rolled out in NZ.
For those members that are also
members of the NZFS, unfortunately,
I do not have an update on the NZFS
IFE contract issue. This is out of our
hands at the moment and we are
awaiting the outcome of the dealing
between the NZPFU and the NZFS.
Once again I ask you to be patient
with this and we hope you will
continue to support us regardless of
the outcome.
I thank all members for their
continued support of the IFE and
especially our partner companies,
PSL, APC Techsafe and Metalcraft
Industries. Without our members
and partners we would not be able
to function.
Mihi nui ki a koutou
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Burwood Hospital’s
Pertronic FireMap® System
Accurately Identifies the
Location of any Alarm
There is a growing need for fire
detection systems that rapidly
and accurately pin-point the exact
location of any fire incident. This is
especially important when building
occupants cannot easily evacuate if
the fire alarm is activated.
The redevelopment of
Christchurch’s Burwood Hospital
has shown how these requirements
can be satisfied using readilyavailable products that are
straightforward and cost-effective
to install. Advanced fire detection
systems accurately pin-point the
source of an alarm. A PC-based

graphic system such as Pertronic
FireMap® automatically displays
this information on a map or floorplan of the affected area.
Hospital fire alarm systems
present unique challenges. Many
patients cannot evacuate without
help. Others may be especially
vulnerable because of illness or
injury. Some depend on life support
systems that are difficult to pick up
and move. In addition to these basic
system requirements, Burwood
Hospital’s fire systems had to meet
the needs of aged-care and mental
health patients.

Located in Christchurch’s
western suburbs, Burwood Hospital
had been earmarked for expansion
before the earthquakes of 2010/11.
In 2013, the Government fasttracked the project. Construction
at Burwood began in early 2014,
and the $215 million, 32,000
square metre, redevelopment was
completed in mid-2016. The project
consisted of three new threestorey buildings providing for 230
new inpatient beds, a new main
entrance, and extended radiology,
outpatient and procedural areas,
together with a new kitchen and

Christchurch’s redeveloped Burwood Hospital
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Optical beam smoke detectors are often
used in areas with high ceilings, such as
this reception area at Burwood Hospital

The Pertronic FireMap® system at Burwood Hospital rapidly and accurately identifies
the source of any fire alarm incident

support area. A fourth building
accommodates a wood-fired
heating boiler.
Christchurch-based Compliance
Fire Protection Limited (CFPL)
installed the fire alarm system,
which is based on a network of
Pertronic analogue addressable
fire alarm control panels, including
three F120A control panels in the
main buildings and an F100A in the
boiler-house. CFPL also upgraded
and connected two existing control
panels (an F120A and an F100A) into
the network.
Although the buildings are fully
covered by an automatic sprinkler
14
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system, that system cannot pinpoint the source of an alarm.
Instead, this detailed information
comes from the fire alarm system,
which features point-type sensors
in every room. For example, each
individual bathroom has its own
heat detector alongside the fire
sprinkler. Analogue addressable
technology allows the control
panels to identify each individual
sensor.
In addition to the point-type
smoke detectors throughout the
complex, optical-beam detectors
have been installed in the main
entrance, which has a very high

ceiling. The main switchboard
and server cabinets in the boilerhouse are covered by aspirating
smoke detectors. Aspirating smoke
detectors are also installed in the
mental health wards, to prevent
patients from interfering with
sensors and eliminate items patients
could use to harm themselves or
others.
The main goal of a hospital fire
alarm system like Burwood is to
identify, contain and eliminate any
potential fire-related problems as
soon as possible. That’s where the
graphics system is so important.
If a detector is activated, Pertronic
FireMap® system automatically
loads a floor plan showing the exact
location of the device that triggered
the alarm. As an incident unfolds,
the software shows exactly where
the fire alarm system has detected
smoke or heat. This dramatically
improves the ability of first
responders and hospital staff to look
after everyone in the hospital.
Advanced fire detection systems
significantly improve the safety of
large, complex facilities. However,
the potential benefits can be
realised only if the technology is
practical to install and maintain.
Pertronic alarm systems are
designed for efficient, cost-effective
installation and commissioning.
“It was all pretty straightforward,
even the FireMap installation,” said
Russell Penn, Alarms Manager at
CFPL.

An innovation in fire dampers
Holyoake Industries new IBD-FS fire seal
Holyoake Industries Limited is
once again leading the charge in
the innovation of fire dampers
with their new IBD-FS (fire seal)
now available in horizontal.
The IBD-FS horizontal has been
tested for four hours at the
Exova Warrington fire facility in
Melbourne, Victoria and has been
assigned a fire resistance rating
(FRR) of 0/240/0 to the AS1530.42014 standard.
The AS1530.4 standard was
updated in 2005 (and again in
2014) and now uses the leakage
across the fire damper throughout
the test as the failure criteria.
An extract fan is connected to
ductwork to maintain a 300Pa
vacuum across the fire damper.
The leakage cannot exceed
360m 3/hr/m 2 (damper area) at
any point after the first five
minutes of the test. This is all
while the furnace below the fire
damper follows the standard time
temperature curve which reaches
nearly 1200°C after four hours.
The image adjacent shows the
IBD-FS through the observation
port at the completion of the test.
It is widely known that smoke is
the real killer in fires and having a

fast acting and low leakage damper
is the best approach to saving lives.
The new testing standard now
allows building owners, specifiers
and engineers to select the best fire
dampers for their projects that give
the best chance of performing in
the ultimate test.
The IBD-FS series of fire dampers
feature a unique stainless steel
side seal to ensure that the leakage
is kept to a minimum. Another
key feature of the IBD-FS is the
combination of the corner locating
brackets and high temperature

flange seal. The corner locating
brackets ensure that there is an
air gap on all sides and that the
fire damper is installed in the
correct size penetration. When
used together the fire damper
can be installed without fire proof
wrapping, providing a cost saving in
not only the material but significant
savings in the installation time.
For more information scan the
QR code below, visit http://
www.holyoake.com/ibdfs.html
or contact your local Holyoake
branch.

S/S SIDE
SEAL

TEST LATCH

IBD-FS FIRE DAMPER
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TESTED TO AS1530.4-2014.
FOUR HOUR FIRE RATING.
HIGH TEMPERATURE FLANGE SEAL.
HIGH TEMP
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Safety Act uncertainty
forces communication
By Keith Newman

The new Health and Safety at Work
Act has been variously described
as the harbinger of a long overdue
safety culture, a compliance time
waster for smaller businesses and
a nightmare for management
who become personally liable for
workplace accidents.
For the fire industry the changes
sit alongside other major legislative
and structural revisions that relate
to everything from training to risk
avoidance and uncertain areas
of responsibility for installers,
designers, engineers and others.
The legislation creates new layers
of liability, compliance, risk and
consequence with the aspirational
goal of reducing the costs of
workplace injuries and diseases by
about $3.5 billion annually.

Ela Langford, evacuation consultant and
chair of the Passive SIG
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It’s came into force on 4 April
2016 based on the Australian
Work Health and Safety Act,
replacing the Health and Safety
in Employment Act 1992, with
increased penalties for noncompliance and a stronger focus
on enforcement.
Directors and officers are
personally liable if they fail to
exercise due diligence; even
having insurance against
breaching health and safety has
no effect.
Law firm Minter Ellison Rudd
Watts says all organisations should
be aware of their obligations and
responsibilities as being in breach
can be costly, financially and in
terms of the commercial and
reputational fallout.
The firm says the Act favours
the highest level of protecting
workers from harm, imposing
a new duty to take “reasonably
practicable steps” with a broader
“duty owed” by “persons
conducting a business or
undertaking” a business (PCBUs) to
secure workers’ health and safety.

Code clarity needed
Within the fire protection industry
the new legislation has given rise
to some uncertainty and concern
about where the buck stops and
with whom.
Ela Langford, the chair of
the evacuation consultants
special interest group (SIG)
says the fire protection
industry, including installers of
sprinkler or alarm systems and
evacuation consultants, needs
better information about their
responsibilities.
Part of the difficulty is a lack of
clarity around where responsibilities
begin and end, particularly if
information isn’t being shared
between the parties and industries
involved.
“Individual legislations offer
definitions regarding their meaning
but interpretation across the
legislative frame is complex,” says
Langford.
She’s hoping the fire protection
industry will continue to
engage in developing “relational
documentation” to more clearly

define its own responsibilities and
better safeguard its members.
Langford, who was overseeing
a major review of the evacuation
code of practice initiated by the
Evacuation SIG and FPANZ, says it’s
now been scaled back to the basics.
Without prescriptive guidelines and
parameters, she says evacuation
consultants need to take a good
look at what will safeguard them
and their industry.
Sectors in fire protection with
clearer guidelines, installation
standards and a code of practice
are better equipped to answer
questions as they arise.
“Others may need to review their
code of practice with more thought
needed in relation to the overall
environment of legislative interconnectiveness.”
Legislative alignment
Langford says the fire industry has
to remain focussed on preserving its
current position as a self-regulating
body and avoid over regulating.
“A way to achieve that would be
to better equip each industry sector
to operate within this new phase
of legislative alignment to best
practice standard.”
Canterbury University College
of Engineering director of Fire
Engineering studies, Michael
Spearpoint, says aspects of the
Act which equate awareness of a
problem to responsibility increase
expectations on fire engineers.
He says there are already
problems around who’s responsible
for connecting and checking
complex management systems for
fire detection, smoke management,
and building management.
“The electrician might say
they’ve done the part they were
contracted to do, the mechanical
engineer who put in the HVAC
system might say that’s not my
problem. So who’s going to check
that they talk to each other? Often
it’s the fire engineer who suddenly
gets given the responsibility.”
This can be tackled through
individual contracts or at a general
industry level. “I thought at one
point there was some work to
try and tie down the parties to
their various responsibilities on
integrated systems. These are issues
that are being faced worldwide,”
says Spearpoint.

“Overlapping dutyholders must consult,
co-operate with and
co-ordinate activities”
within the limits
of “reasonable
practicability”.
Toby Gee, special counsel
with Minter Ellison Rudd Watts

No more gaps
Toby Gee, Wellington-based
special counsel with Minter
Ellison Rudd Watts concedes that
the Act supports overlapping
responsibilities with more than one
person having duties in relation to
the same matter.
That’s partly because under the
previous regime, when problems
and accidents arose, people tended
to pass the buck resulting in the
new Act having a “no gaps” policy.
“Because factual situations are
infinitely varied…the Act seeks to
ensure there are no gaps between
relevant parties’ responsibilities.”
The lack of sharp dividing
lines may cause some confusion
between areas of responsibility
but that’s where communication

Toby Gee, special counsel with
Minter Ellison Rudd Watts

is expected. “Overlapping dutyholders must consult, co-operate
with and co-ordinate activities”
within the limits of “reasonable
practicability”.
Gee says good decision making
and record keeping about what’s
to be done by whom and what is
reasonably practicable to do, will
help reduce risk and avoid liability.
One of the aims of the new
statutory framework, he says is to
“create cultural change” and move
on from a “she’ll be right” attitude
assuming an issue is “someone
else’s problem” to doing something
about it, even if that’s informing
another person.
While technically “extent of
control” means PCBUs have the
general duty to keep workplaces
safe and it may not be “reasonably
practicable” for a third party to do
anything about that, Gee says it
generally comes down to “common
sense”.
“If you see something dangerous
which it’s within your control to do
something about, don’t just leave
it: do something…whether or not a
given situation of this nature creates
a legal liability will be fact sensitive.”
Industry challenge
MBIE says the objective of its Fire
Programme is to improve fire safety
design in New Zealand. “While the
new Health and Safety legislation
isn’t specifically referenced in
the programme, life safety is the
primary focus of the fire regulatory
system – our aim is to improve the
fire safety of buildings.”
While MBIE continues to work
on this overarching regulatory
framework, Ela Langford says it’s up
to the fire industry itself, specifically
through FPANZ, to develop
guidelines to help clarify and define
boundaries.
She suggests a suite of tools;
a prescriptive practice guide and
code of practice with standards
for what is expected, would be
invaluable when faced with legal
challenges.
While it’s early days yet for the
new Health & Safety in Work Act
2016 more clarity about specific
responsibilities is needed.
Langford says unless building
owners, those involved in fire
protection industry and those who
sign off the finished repairs or work,
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are “more aware of the perimeters
of their responsibilities” it could be
left to the courts to decide.
Toby Gee agrees. As with any
“untried and tested law” there is
“the inevitable uncertainty” about
interpretation.
“Even though in Australia an
equivalent statutory framework
has been in place for a couple of
years, it will take a while before the
principles are adequately tested in
court. So at the moment it pays to
adopt a conservative approach to
duties under the Act.”
That includes:
- A comprehensive review of the
risks of your business, operations
and workplaces
- Devising and implementing
suitable policies and practices
to ensure risks are eliminated or
minimised, so far as reasonably
practicable
- Recording steps taken, decision
making and reasoning, so you
can demonstrate the steps taken,
why additional steps weren’t
taken, what the thinking was
around what was and wasn’t
reasonably practicable.
Gee says codes of practice and
guidelines can be extremely useful
as yardsticks of what is reasonably
expected, and can assist the fire
industry in working out how the Act
applies to them and what policies
and procedures to adopt.
This can also reduce expenditure
on health and safety reviews for
individual businesses, “increase
consistency of approach and avoid
multiple attempts to reinvent the
wheel”.
He says many businesses come
unstuck, investing significant sums
on consultants and gold plated
health and safety policies that end
up “either sitting in a drawer or too
voluminous for anyone to actually
read or implement”.
Its vital policies are simple, easy
to put into practice and accomplish
their primary goal “not of looking
good to an inspector, but of
reducing health and safety risks so
far as reasonably practicable”.
He recommends a thorough
review of guidelines and
procedures, and further training
that may be appropriate to ensure
those responsible understand their
primary duties under the Act.
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One of the aims is to
“create cultural change”
and move on from a
“she’ll be right” attitude
assuming an issue is
“someone else’s problem”
to doing something about
it, even if that’s informing
another person.
Toby Gee, special counsel with
Minter Ellison Rudd Watts

Whose problem is it?
Langford, like other evacuation
consultants, is involved in six
monthly trial evacuation drills,
mandatory for most commercial
buildings under the Fire Safety and
Evacuation of Building Regulations
2006.
During one engagement as fire
safety trainer she became aware
that sub-contractors had clamped a
sprinkler head in a building’s primary
egress route which remained
disabled between her visits.

Any such change should have
at least triggered a review of the
existing fire evacuation procedure.
“It could have been disastrous”.
Langford advised the building
owner of the need for an interim
revised evacuation strategy and
asked that the contractor remedy
the situation. Under the new Act
however she wondered about her
liability?
While the responsibility
ultimately lies with the building
owner, she asks “does a third
party becoming aware of changes
impacting health and safety make
that uninvolved party responsible or
accountable if something happens
as a consequence?”
While there’s plenty of
talk in the Act about the
need to inform, she says “the
practical application, relational
responsibilities and contextual
implications aren’t spelled out…
Sometimes there are more
questions than answers and it all
comes back to interpretation.”
Reasoning together
Gee says the concept of ‘reasonable
practicability’ for a person
conducting or undertaking a
business (PCBUs) is an important
key to determining liability.
“If a person has no way of
knowing that something they
were originally responsible for has
been modified, then it is difficult
to see how it could be reasonably
practicable for them to do anything
about it.”
However, those responsible for
designing, supplying or installing
plant or structures at workplaces
must do everything reasonable to
ensure they’re safe.
“For example, if a sprinkler system
has been modified so that the
protection it gives is significantly
reduced or removed, that would
arguably create a risk to health and
safety, by failing to provide the level
of safety expected.”
He agrees it would be prudent to
instruct the purchaser not to carry
out such modifications without
suitable specialist input.
Good record keeping is also vital
“to record the reasoning process
behind decisions showing that
people have acted responsibly and
have good processes in place.
Its mandatory to ensure the

workforce is adequately trained and
equipped in the health and safety
process with extensive reporting
requirements relating to any
significant incidents or accidents.
Rather than just monitoring
worker exposure to hazards the
legislation requires employers to
identify hazards and risks and what
could potentially go wrong then do
everything possible to eliminate or
minimise those risk.
Gee says it’s too easy to identify
something that could have been
done differently to prevent an
accident or incident after the fact.
“The question generally then is if it
could have been done why wasn’t it?”
As regards the issues around
failed passive fire protection
or penetrations where various
tradespeople may have been
party to causing or identifying the
problem, Gee says clear guidelines
and codes of practice would be
“extremely valuable”.
Again good communication is
essential “as to what is being done,
why, and what steps should or
should not be taken by others” to
reduce the risks of accidents, and
“protect against liability in the event
of adverse events or investigations.”
Gee says the risks of being
criticised for failure to act are lower
still if there are industry or bestpractice guidelines that have been
complied with.
However, he says it’s important
not to treat adherence to
guidelines as a box ticking exercise.
“Rigid adherence to industry

Unless building owners,
those involved in fire
protection industry and
those who sign off the
finished repairs or work,
are “more aware of
the perimeters of their
responsibilities” it could be
left to the courts to decide.
Ela Langford, evacuation
consultant

guidelines in the face of an obvious
risk which could readily be avoided
is unlikely to be enough to avoid
criticism.”
Old law inadequate
The Health and Safety Reform Bill
was introduced in May 2014, partly
in response to the Pike river mine
tragedy with strong support from
New Zealand Trade Union (NZTU)
movement, the Labour party and
public service advisors.
Critics claimed much of the
legislation was unnecessary
and that Parliament had already
addressed the concerns of the Pike
River Royal Commission through
the original Worksafe New Zealand
Act 2013.

It had identified failures by
the old Department of Labour
to adequately resource Health
and Safety inspectors to enforce
standards and established the
independent Worksafe New Zealand
to oversee changes.
An independent Worksafe New
Zealand was created but then a
second Health and Safety Reform
Bill was drafted, which even Prime
Minister John Key stated, was
ill suited for the 95% of small to
medium sized businesses that didn’t
have a human resources managers
or the ability to run everything past
employment lawyers.
The Bill bought through into
law by the Ministry of Business
Innovation and Employment (MBIE),
which supplanted the Department
of Labour, operates on top of
industry codes and practices and
places personal responsibility on
management and employers for
anything that might go wrong in
the workplace.
The Act researched by the
Independent Taskforce on
Workplace Health and Safety is part
of “Working Safer: a blueprint for
health and safety at work” which
completely reforms the country’s
health and safety system.
Working Safer aims to reduce
New Zealand’s workplace injury and
death toll by 25% by 2020 with the
focus shifting from “hazard spotting
to managing critical risks” and
reducing workplace harm based on
what’s considered reasonable for a
business to do.

We continuously monitor your building’s fire alarm
system and automatically pass the fire alarms directly
to the Fire Service and the system faults to your alarm
service agents. This ensures that not only any fire
alarms will be acted on as quickly as possible by the
Fire Service, but also that your fire alarm systems
remain reliable and responsive.
We make fire alarm monitoring simple, so visit us at
the FireNZ Conference in Auckland stand No 46.
let us show you how easy it can be!

Ph: 03 341 0464 • Email: info@afam.co.nz
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The 1-S Solution for All timbers!
“Ridiculous”… “Impossible”…
“Frustrating”… Common language
used among architects, designers
and timber manufacturers trying
to deal with surface finish issues.
The introduction of surface finish
requirements in 2012 sent the
industry into a spin. Nearly five
years on, you will find confused,
frustrated people in most
architectural firms throughout New
Zealand.
This frustration was shared
by a young Christchurch based
architectural designer. In the
post-quake environment,
Matthew Hughes was asked to
design a replacement traveller
accommodation, utilising
prefabricated building systems
to shorten the build and reduce
construction costs. Cross
Laminated Timber (CLT) from XLam
in Nelson was a prime choice over
many offshore systems. Matthew’s
goal was a timber building,
steel-free and plaster-free, that
performed well. He worked closely
with his fire engineer to resolve
many issues, such as fire resistance
ratings of CLT and compliant
collars for penetrations in solid
timber. A straight charring rate
couldn’t be relied on, as eventually
the outer laminate of timber fails,
exposing fresh uncharred timber
to a now ferocious fire. Full scale
testing was undertaken to clarify
the performance of CLT as a fire
separation, and testing of fire collars
for timber was expedited.

The Papanui, Bespoke timber Veneer
acoustic panels
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The CLT Bealey Lodge, Christchurch

The results were impressive and
helped complete the XLam toolbox.
The final hurdle was surface
finish. Matthew’s passion to expose
the timber structure was threatened
by the cost of coating it, to achieve
a Group 1-S rating. Estimates were
coming in at a similar square metre
rate to CLT panel itself! Matthew’s
fire engineer had helped develop a
timber intumescent product back
in Sweden some twenty years
ago. Suddenly, with the new MBIE
guidance, they had a compliant,
cost effective product, that outperformed anything else available
in New Zealand. They flew in pallets
of Fireshield and used it to coat
almost every surface in the Lodge.
They now had a sustainable ‘prefab’
60 minute, Group 1-S construction
system!
The pair next teamed up for
The Papanui; a 3000 square metre
glulam club with timber veneered
acoustic ceiling panels throughout.
The Fireshield coated solution
saved both labour and product

costs making it 30% cheaper than
the next best option. It also avoided
the need for fire rated MDF and the
associated high VOCs.
As interest grew in the products,
Fireshield NZ was born.
Fireshield has now formed an
exclusive distribution agreement
with Resene. This partnership
provides expert knowledge
of compliance, compatibility,
distribution and a massive Resene
Fireshield team throughout the
country to ensure a Fireshield
solution is easy to specify and
implement.
F ireshield offers premium
intumescent coatings, for an
efficient fire protection solution
on timber. Choose from Fireshield
1FR (clear) and Fireshield 2FR
(pigmented) system, both best spray
applied in a single coat. Fireshield
1FR must be topcoated with 1FR
TOPcoat to protect it from moisture
and wear, while Fireshield 2FR may
be topcoated with Resene Zylone
Sheen or Resene SpaceCote.

Bealey Lodge Foyer, CLT and Glulam at its Best

Group 1-S on cedar?
Yes, we can!
Fireshield achieves
Group 1-S on
ALL timbers

✔BRANZ tested on 9mm cedar
✔Superior clear matt finish
✔Quick two-coat system
✔Save labour and product cost

Available exclusively from Resene

www.resene.co.nz/fireshield
0800 RESENE (737 363)
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Passive protection
needs holes plugged
Keith Newman asks if fire industry training and guidelines and practices are moving
fast enough to dispel concerns that passive fire protection is becoming the litigious
sequel to the leaky building crisis?
The leaky building crisis has not
only helped expose shoddy passive
fire protection (PFP) and repairs to
a raft of lawsuits but delivered a
long overdue wake-up call to ramp
up fire industry professionalism
through recognised qualifications
and training.
As leaky building investigations
continue to reveal historical PFP
negligence, the fire protection
industry is working overtime to
end unprofessional workmanship
by plugging holes in building
industry regulations, training and
compliance monitoring.
Fire Protection Association
(FPANZ) passive special interest
group chair, Ron Green says if the
industry is to meet the challenges
ahead it’ll need to embrace
qualifications and licensing for
passive fire protection installers,
inspectors and construction
monitoring.
He says installation of passive
fire protection is not prescribed
in building legislation, too few

Ron Green,
passive fire protection SIG chair
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tradespeople know about the
requirements, and building
consent authorities (BCAs) are
relying on fire engineers who
typically aren’t taught the basics
through industry training or
university degrees.
The SIG has been assisting with
a guideline document for PFP,
although it’s “taking its time going
through the processes”. Green
and FPANZ CEO Scott Lawson are
part of the MBIE Fire Programme
workgroup attempting to bring PFP
requirements into alignment with
industry needs.
The group is working to clarify
PFP issues and how they interface
with Construction Monitoring and
post-Construction Monitoring (part
of the building warrant of fitness
process), to help firm up industry
regulations.
PFP is based on engineering
design and science to contain for a
pre-determined time the spread of
fires through the use of fire resistant
walls, floors, ceilings and doors.
It is based on specified building
materials and fire stopping systems
that form protective smoke and fire
resistant systems for substrates and
service penetrations.
Installation issues
Issues arise when these systems
are not installed correctly in
compliance with manufacturers
requirements as required by the NZ
Building Code.
The escalating number of law
suits around faulty workmanship
are a stark reminder of the chain
of liability from councils, architects
and construction companies
fire stopping suppliers, various
trades, fire engineers and other
independently qualified persons
(IQP) who sign off Building Warrants
of Fitness (BWOFs).

“Everyone with a part to play
is on the list unless they’ve gone
bankrupt,” says Green.
Over the past year media
coverage has shown those who
have tried to defend themselves in
court have found it very costly if
they’re found culpable, resulting in
many others opting to settle out of
court.
“If you are wrong, you’re wrong,
accept liability,” Green advises.
And he warns fire engineers not
to get caught up in signing off work
they don’t fully understand because
they’ll potentially find themselves in
the middle of litigation.
Chubb southern regional
manager Ross Aitken says there’s
now much greater awareness
of passive fire protection as
a separate discipline being
specified in tenders with councils
reviewing installations to a higher
standard.
“It’s becoming a sub-industry of
its own that builders and contractors
are using around penetrations which

Ross Aitken,
Chubb southern regional manager

are usually quite well reviewed, with
photographs taken, the right product
confirmed and passive penetrations
numbered.”
The industry also relies on
tradespeople to voluntarily
undertake fire stopping when they
create holes in passive systems.
Penetration problems
Green says plumbers, electricians,
data installers and other trades
who fire stop their pipe or cable
penetrations frequently fail to
adequately install the correct
systems.
He says most fire engineers
are not taking FPP seriously,
ensuring their skills are up to the
mark for checking compliance.
“Some councils are wanting fire
engineers to sign PS4s saying
work is completed correctly but
are increasingly finding resistance
because of the fear of liability.”
There’s a widespread
expectation that fire engineers
know more than they do. “If you
don’t know your stuff or don’t do
the right inspections then you could
be found negligent.”

And Green says there’s a
growing need for construction
monitoring to be done by those
who know what they’re doing.
Meanwhile, Building and Fire
Safety Ltd director Werner Gebhardt
says IQPs issuing BWOFs also
need greater clarity about what is
required when checking passive fire
systems.
Some companies only look at
the fire separations on the escape
route. “There’s a big dispute in
the industry as to whether that’s
sufficient or whether we have to do
the whole building including the
walls and ceiling space.”
He says no-one can say for
sure. “It’s a headache for every IQP
whose doing it.”
Gebhardt, head of the Brown’s
Bay-based IANZ and council
accredited IQP specialising in
annual BWOF and fire alarm
inspections, wants MBIE to define
the area to be inspected in terms of
smoke and fire separations.
“You can’t change the Building Act
overnight but a newsletter or article
from MBIE that we could use as a
reference would be a starting point.”

Specified for what?
He says the problem began when
smoke and fire separations were
listed as specified systems under
the BWOF when the Building Act
was updated in 2012, leaving far
too much responsibility on the
shoulders of IQPs to determine
what was and wasn’t required.
Gebhardt says the job is further
complicated when IQPs have to
work without fire reports from
building owners stating where
fire separations and fire doors are
supposed to be located and the
logistics of gaining access to ceiling
spaces to check compliance.
To properly check the ceiling
and floor space in a multi-storey
building in downtown Auckland
could take several weeks because
of access difficulties. “If a fire report
is available we can follow where
the fire separations are supposed
to be otherwise we just have to do
our best inspecting the fire doors
and what we can see.”
This situation mostly arises
in older buildings where bad fire
separations are discovered and
doors have been replaced two or
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“You can’t change the
Building Act overnight
but a newsletter or article
from MBIE that we
could use as a reference
would be a starting
point”.
Werner Gebhardt, Building and
Fire Safety Ltd director

three times often with no building
consent.
Gebhardt says building owners
need to provide fire reports to
show where the fire separations are
supposed to be but in many cases
they’re not available, a situation
made worse when the owners live
in China or Australia or can’t speak
English.
“Often a lot of guesswork is
required to decide if it should be a
smoke stop door when there are no
markings. If necessary, we will ask
the council but they may have no
record or have lost the record.”
Accessing the ceiling space
in many buildings to check fire
stopping and fire and smoke
separation is “at times just not
possible”.
Gebhardt says that places far too
a heavy responsibility on the IQP to

Werner Gebhardt,
Building and Fire Safety Ltd director
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make decisions relating to building
safety that are no longer clearly
stipulated. “All we can do is to do our
best.”
He says signing off when the
passive parameters are not clear
places huge pressure on BWOF
businesses like his own.
While it might not be such a
big concern for larger companies
to continue inspecting smoke and
fire separations, he believes many
smaller players have dropped out of
the business. “No-one wants to be
an IQP anymore for these particular
systems.”
An industry problem
Michael Spearpoint, Canterbury
University College of Engineering
director of Fire Engineering studies,
says concerns about the lack of skills
and training in passive fire protection
are an industry issue not one that
should be levelled at fire engineering
degree studies.
“There’s no space for the courses
to go into technical detail about each
passive system or method or which
stopping to use for different kinds of
pipe or cable...It’s not degree level.”
Spearpoint says students get a
brief introduction to the methods
and an understanding of the way
compartmentation works and what
they might need to specify as a
designer but not on the ground
understanding of each approach
that might be available.
He’s adamant that hands-on
learning about installing sprinkler
systems, evacuation and passive

Michael Spearpoint, director of Fire
Engineering studies at Canterbury
University

systems should be claimed by the
fire protection industry as part of
continual professional development
“I’m sure employers would love
students to come out of a degree
and know everything to the point
they can be given a project and told
to get on with it but that’s a not a
reality. A 21-year old graduate still
has to go out and learn how to work
in the industry.”
While some who’re involved in
studies at Canterbury are already
working as fire engineers, others
are working in the industry without
qualification. “If a fire engineer is
inspecting passive then they need to
go through some course, a day, an
afternoon, to get enough knowledge
of what is expected from them.”
Spearpoint is concerned fire
engineers can end up being the fall
guy when something goes wrong
around passive protection and
everyone’s pointing the finger at
everyone else.
He says there’s a sense in the
industry that other parties including
some councils and architects, are
trying to walk away from their
responsibilities and put it back on
the fire engineers.
Cost of qualifications
Unless the construction company or
project manager has hired someone
for construction monitoring it is
the council building inspector who
should take responsibility, says
Spearpoint.
Ideally, he says everyone
needs be sufficiently trained and
professional. “That’s motherhood
and apple pie stuff… if everyone
knew what they were doing and
did it properly there wouldn’t be a
problem.
Should there be a separate PFP
discipline with its own qualification?
“That might be one way to approach
the problem but it comes at a
cost. Who’s going to pay for the
qualification, the contractor and if
they do some of that cost will have
to be passed on to the client.”
A fire engineer may design
a passive system specifying a
gypsum or brick wall that gives
30 minutes protection between
parts of a building but it’s up to the
contractor to build it and ensure any
penetrations are suitably protected.
While the fire engineer may do
some monitoring they’re unlikely

to be an expert in the products
used, and have to trust that subcontractors are suitably trained to
install PFP systems. “So why should
the fire engineer take responsibility?”
he asks
Even then, says Spearpoint,
it’s not possible to inspect every
single wall or fire stop, and even an
audit might only check a certain
percentage.
“Despite best intentions a cable
run might have been missed. Some
passive systems are hidden behind
construction; how do you know it’s
30 min wall? Do you drill hole and
compromise the system?”
A cost to professionalism
He says fire engineers are
increasingly being asked to work
outside their areas of expertise but
if they’re going to take responsibility
then the contract needs to reflect
that and the cost involved rather
than expecting additional work to be
done for free.
He says he attended a Society
of Fire Protection Engineers (SFPE)
meeting in Auckland a decade ago
where it was agreed fire engineers
could no longer just sign a report
and walk away.
To protect themselves there
needed to be construction
monitoring but there was a
reluctance from many clients
including architects and project
managers to add construction
monitoring into their budget.

“My feeling is there is more
monitoring going on now and a
recognition that fire engineers can’t
do this work for free although the
expectation on fire engineers keeps
ratcheting up.”
He says if passive systems are put
in place, companies should employ
someone to ensure the products
are installed in the right place in the
right way.
PS3 documentation should
help fire engineers tick the boxes
on the material and specifications
contractors have used and whether
they have installed to adequate levels.
As long as the documentation
shows “everyone else has said
they’ve done what they’re required
to do…they (fire engineers) should be
able to say they’ve done their part”.
Part of the slow maturing of the
industry is to ensure construction
companies train their supervisors
and project managers to identify
PFP issues “so they know what subcontractors are doing and why and
to realise their liabilities when they
sign off a PS3,” says Ron Green.
Some councils are now requiring
designs from scratch to help them
work through PFP issues prior to
projects gaining consent.
He says too often botched jobs
end up costing owners a huge
amount to take down ceilings or
redo significant work because
“people don’t know what they’re
doing and there’s no project
manager supervising”.

Guesswork not good enough
Fire engineers responsible for signing off passive fire protection
systems got a shock at last year’s FireNZ conference when asked to
demonstrate their knowledge of what’s required for compliance.
At the Fire Group Consulting stand of the Fire Expo there were seven
models of fire stopping based on sections of a wall and a quiz for fire
engineers with a 40-inch TV offered as a prize for anyone who got it
right.
Engineers were asked which examples would pass or fail, and while
a data sheet showing how the job should be done was available, none
asked for it.
“We didn’t hand feed them...most of them just guessed and said they
thought it was okay,” says company director Ron Green.
He says many of the engineers were from large well respected
companies. “In announcing the results we had to say they failed and
should never have signed off when they didn’t know what they were
doing.”
The winner, who happened to be the head Christchurch City Council
fire engineer, had attended one of Green’s roadshows earlier in the year
and was the only one who admitted he didn’t know, asking for the data
sheet to check before filing in the questionnaire.
“It took him 20 minutes to get the right answers. Most only got one or
two right but that was mainly through guessing.”

There’s a sense in the
industry that other parties
including some councils
and architects, are trying
to walk away from their
responsibilities and put it
back on the fire engineers.
Michael Spearpoint, head
of engineering studies at
Canterbury University..

Even a wall construction that isn’t
done right “can cost the owner a lot
of money that they shouldn’t have to
pay.”
Green admits those involved
in construction monitoring are
not always popular but have to be
diligent. “We want people to know
we’ll be checking if necessary with
our 3 metre endoscope to see if it’s
been done properly; they have to be
accountable because we’re signing it
off.”
So far efforts to get industry
people up to speed have proven a
slow and often thankless task.
Green and his SIG planned a series
of workshops so FPANZ members
could get a better understanding
of the issues including hands-on
training for fire stopping.
In conjunction with Winstones
they had some walls built for a
demonstration exercise and along
with suppliers presented two half
day seminars in Auckland but few
installers turned up.
“It is a costly exercise to move
these walls around the country.
Suppliers needed to see a better
return on their efforts so I don’t think
we’ll be rolling it out any further.”
He’s unsure whether people
simply didn’t want to engage or if
employers weren’t keen on letting
their tradies take a day off the job.
“We need more professional
installers of passive. Tradespeople
can do it if they are trained but it
really needs to be undertaken by a
competent company. There’s some
really tricky situations out there and
you’ve probably got more chance
of winning Lotto than guessing and
getting it right.”
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A fired up ViTECH brings
Excellence & Innovation
In 2016 ViTECH committed its self to developing and refining new products two of which are featured
here, the ViTECH Fire Brigade Alarm (FBA), and the ViTECH Signal Generating Device (SGD)
For many years the ViTECH Fire
Brigade Alarm has been selected by
discerning specifiers and installers
alike and is available in two options;
Type X for mains pressures below
800 kpa and Type Y for mains
pressures above 800 kpa. A
digital display shows standing
pressure, defect, fire and pump
start pressures. In addition there
are indication outputs for external
defect, pump run alarm and pump
start output as well as fire, defect,
drop in pressure, rise in pressure,
flow switch, anti-interference,
auxiliary relay output and strobe
light output.
In the latest model, the old style
hydraulic pressure switch has been
replaced by a pressure transducer
which ensures that wandering
pressure settings are eliminated. In
addition, this new transducer has
built in temperature compensation
which means that changes due to
temperature fluctuations are also a
thing of the past.
A new red powder coated
cabinet in stainless steel replaces
the previous mild steel version
allowing the unit to be used in
areas with aggressive climates;
think coastal areas and sulphur rich
atmospheres for example.

The new Fire Brigade Alarm Type Y our part number 730-321

Ongoing product refinement
features strongly in ViTECH
products!
A smart new standalone Signal
Generating Device (SGD)
Until recently, the ViTECH
standalone SGD has been available
in 5 options; these comprised 4
and 2 wire models both with and
without inbuilt Test and Isolate
switches plus variations of software
thus allowing connectability to
various manufacturers’ fire alarm
panels.

The new Signal Generating Device our part number 730-320
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Typically 4 wire models allow the
SGD to be powered from the service
provider’s equipment whereas the 2
wire models can be powered from
the local power supply and the data
wires will transmit the status of the
SGD back to the service provider.
ViTECH now announce an
all-new Signal Generating Device
which incorporates all the above
options into a single model. This
completely new device eliminates
the need to carry the five different
models required to interface with
specific makes of alarm panel,
thereby making the serviceman’s
life much easier.
The SGD will operate in both
standard and Multidrop modes
and is fitted with Test and Isolate
switches. This ViTECH SGD is
currently the only Multidrop
SGD that can be fitted to most
mainstream fire alarm panels and
is easily reconfigured on site to suit
the following brands, Pertronic,
Ampac, Notifier, Brooks, Bensan,
Edwards and Siemens.
Product development continues
to be a key role in all ViTECH
products, for more information on
these and all ViTECH products visit
www.loktronic.co.nz or
Ph: 09 6233 919

fired up excellence
and

innovation

by

Fire Brigade Alarm (FBA)
with Signal Generating Device (SGD)
Type X for mains pressures below 800 Kpa
Ref. 730-230

Superior features include…
• Robust Stainless Steel, powder-coated cabinet
• Digital displays indicating Standing Pressure,
Defect, Fire & Pump Start Pressures
• Temperature Compensated Pressure
Transducer ensures; no wandering pressure
settings or temperature induced fluctuations

Type Y for mains pressures above 800 Kpa
Ref. 730-231

Indication outputs cover the following…
• external defect

• rise in pressure

• pump run alarm

• flow switch

• pump start output

• anti-interference

• fire defect

• auxiliary relay output

• drop in pressure

• strobe light output

Standalone Signal Generating Device (SGD)

Ref. 730-320

• One model covers the options
• Ideal for service van spares
• Will suit 2 & 4 wire installations
• Test and Isolate switches included
• Field Selectable software options
• Field Selectable Standard & Multidrop modes
• Interfaces with most fire alarm panels including Pertronic, Ampac, Notifier,
Brooks, Bensan, Edwards, Siemens.

21628

ViTECH products are designed and produced in New Zealand.

Loktronic Limited Unit 7 19 Edwin Street Mt Eden Auckland
P O Box 8329 Symonds Street Auckland 1150 New Zealand
Ph 64 9 623 3919 Fax 64 9 623 3881 0800 FOR LOK
mail@loktronic.co.nz www.loktronic.co.nz

Safety chain links all
The Health and Safety in Work
Act legislation attempts create
an internal culture of health
and safety impacting on all
relationships in the chain,
with positions on the preferred
suppliers list including contractors
and tradespeople, likely to be
at risk unless there’s proof of
compliance.
Across the building and fire
industry work is ongoing to establish
a “health and safety culture” that is
not only about your own practices
but those you work with including
sub-contractors, says Ross Aitken,
southern manager for Chubb.
He says everyone is having
to stop and think, which fits with
Chubb’s ‘take five’ approach of
stepping back after each stage of
work to ensure everything has been
done right including all aspects of
health and safety.
“Builders are being more
robust with their requirements
for everyone on their site, and
changes to the Act are pushing
senior manager and business owner
responsibility.”
Chubb New Zealand has
benefitted from having extensive
health and safety measures in place

“The culture rubs
off including on
people who are less
included to be safe
in terms of what
they do because
its enforced by
everyone”.
Ross Aitken, Chubb
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as part of its US-based corporate
management policies.
While its systems have been
costly to establish and maintain,
including training, material and
time, cardinal rules and monthly
reporting have built robustness into
the business.
This is paying off in increased
competitiveness at a time “when
others are now having to do
that work” and take the costs of
compliance on board, says Aitken.
He says it’s a good thing that
everyone in the industry is now
required to be more accountable
and proactive. “The culture rubs off
including on people who are less
inclined to be safe in terms of what
they do because its enforced by
everyone.”
He says it’s not only what those
in Chubb do but what others in
relationship with the company do
that can put staff at risk. “The higher
the culture of health and safety the
better it is for everyone.”
Most builders win their work
by being the cheapest and select
most cost effective sub-contracting
opportunities. The Act, however,
is likely to mean they’ll only work
with those who have “a good
track record and work to a higher
standard not only in building
practices but health and safety”.
He says, the more you close the
gap the easier it is for builders to
make those choices which raise the
bar. “A big part of contracting and
construction is around health and

Ross Aitken,
Chubb southern regional manager

safety and the demonstration of
these practices.”
While fire protection is huge in
construction of buildings, Aitken
says it starts with the working
environment on building sites,
“around heights, heavy pipes
and ensuring elevated working
platforms are safe so no-one gets
injured on site”.
Worksafe is also spending more
time reviewing sites to ensure
compliance. “Everyone including
sub-contractors who may not have
considered health and safety in the
past are having to be much more
cognisant of what’s going on and
demonstrate that they have right
training,” says Aitken.

GAIN THE GREATEST TACTICAL
ADVANTAGE
THE NEW FLIR K65
NFPA FIREFIGHTING CAMERA

FLIR’s affordable new NFPA-compliant K65
helps you see better than ever. Featuring
real-time FSX™, the K65 provides an
unprecedented level of thermal image
detail, making it easier to find your way and
identify targets so you can attack fires
more strategically, locate stranded victims
faster, and stay safer under the smokiest
conditions.

Learn more at www.flir.com/K65

©COPYRIGHT 2015, FLIR SYSTEMS, INC. ALL OTHER BRAND AND PRODUCT NAMES ARE TRADEMARKS OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OWNERS.
THE IMAGES DISPLAYED MAY NOT BE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE ACTUAL RESOLUTION OF THE CAMERA SHOWN. IMAGES FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY.

www.flir.com/fire

FLIR Systems
Australia Pty Ltd
Phone: 1300 729 987
(NZ: 0800 785 492)
E-mail: info@flir.com.au

Supported Housing Fire & CO
Safety Solutions from Brooks
Supported Housing is a term used
to describe residential solutions for
vulnerable people to maintain their
dignity, be part of a community and
maintain their independence in a
safe environment.
This means that their homes
may require adaptation to
accommodate these needs – that
includes the need of being safe
from fire or Carbon Monoxide (CO).
Brooks, a market leader in smoke
and CO alarms, provides a range
of solutions designed specifically
for people who need extra safety
measures to keep them safe in their
own home.

of what’s really happening in the
immediate environment prior to
activating the alarm. It provides the
best response to all types of fires,
so makes it the ideal choice for all
rooms in a dwelling except a kitchen
(where a Heat Alarm is preferred).
Early warning for rapid response
The earlier the warning of a fire or
CO leak, the better the chance of
escape. For people who are less
mobile or less likely to hear an
alarm, interconnecting those alarms
is essential. If one alarm goes off,
it will activate all the other alarms
within the system, so they can be
heard throughout the property.

Reduce false alarms
For people less able to evacuate
their property false alarms can
be traumatic, dangerous and, in
Supported Housing schemes, is
likely to mean time consuming
intervention from on and off site
staff to assist.
There are a number of ways to
reduce false alarms, but top of the
list is investing in a quality alarm.
All Brooks alarms are third party
tested and are all tested three times
during manufacture, before they
are allowed to leave the factory in
Ireland.
Ensure the alarms are correctly
chosen, sited and fitted. If in doubt,
opt for an EIB2110 Multi Sensor
which uses both Optical and Heat
sensors to interpret fire signals
providing a better understanding

Of the two methods in which
alarms can be interconnected,
wireless interconnection using
Brooks RadioLINK™ reduces
the significant disruption and
expense that hard-wiring alarms
can bring to a property. Carpets
and floorboards may need to be
pulled up, channels may have to
be made in walls to hide cabling
or ugly trunking used instead,
and redecoration required after
an installation of hard-wiring –
RadioLINK™ eliminates these
issues.
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Adapting a system to different
occupants’ needs
RadioLINK™ also makes it far
simpler to modify an existing
alarm system to help meet the
changing needs of different

occupants, such as adding an
alarm for the hearing impaired.
You just add an alarm where
needed and ‘House Code’ it in
with the rest of the system.
House Coding is very simple
and is achieved by pressing a
button on each unit to put them
into ‘House Code’ mode. The
units will then automatically code
together and ‘learn’ each other’s
unique serial numbers. The ‘House
Coded’ system can then be sealed
to prevent other RadioLINK™
devices from neighbouring
properties from interfering with
each other.

Achieving low cost wider alarm
coverage
In smaller Houses in Multiple
Occupation (HMOs) and Supported
Housing schemes, RadioLINK™
can be used to provide a complete
building-wide system where there is
one way communication between
the alarms in the communal areas
and individual apartments.
The system can be set up so if an
alarm is activated in a communal area
it triggers the alarms in the individual
apartments for increased audibility,
but if an alarm is activated in an
individual apartment the communal
areas won’t be triggered, which
minimises false alarms that may cause
a building-wide evacuation.

The next step in
alarm volution

It’s all we do and all we have done
for the past 40 years
Tried - Tested - Trusted
www.brooks.com.au

www.brooks.co.nz
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14% of the New Zealand
population is aged 65 or
over and 50% of over 65s
have some form of mobility
disability.

Brooks RadioLINK™ EIB170 Deaf/Hearing
Impaired Alarm

Easy alarm system controls
Brooks recommends alarms be
silenced from floor level; this is
particularly important for people
with mobility issues. To achieve
this Brooks has a range of easy to
use wall mounted alarm control
devices to enable occupants to
test, locate or silence alarms from
a safe location. These are available
for smoke and mixed smoke
and CO systems, with the latter
providing visual differentiation
between fire and CO alarm
activation. The EIB450 Alarm
Controller is completely wireless,
so can be easily positioned into
the most accessible place for the
user.
Alarms for the Deaf and Hearing
impaired
The EIB170RF RadioLINK™ Alarm
for the Hearing Impaired comes
with a strobe light that can be wall
or surface mounted, and vibrating
pad designed to be placed under
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“Lifemark™ are proud to
have Brooks as Product
Partners. The Lifemark rating
system applies to homes that
have been well designed
for an ageing and changing
population and that contain
the very best technology to
suit a wider range of people.
Lifemark™ are aligned with
Brooks because of our shared
values of usability, adaptability,
accessibility and safety and we
endorse the RadioLINK™ Alarm
for this reason.”
a pillow to wake people. It can be
interconnected with other smoke
and CO alarms wirelessly, making
it simple to add or remove from a
system.
A Security or Fire Alarm System
are commonplace in dwellings
for vulnerable people but in most
cases are not connected with
the existing Smoke and CO alarm
system in that property. If a fire
was to start or there was a CO
leak, the alarms would activate but
external assistance would not be
sought; this could be fatal.
The Brooks EIB413RF Fire/
CO Alarm Panel Module has
been designed to simply and
economically overcome this. It
provides a dedicated connection
between Brooks Smoke, Heat and

Brooks RadioLINK™ EIB413RF Fire/CO
Alarm Panel Module

CO alarms with most new and
existing Fire or Security Systems,
enabling the appropriate signal
to be transmitted directly to that
monitoring system should fire or
CO be detected.
As the EIB413RF is a
RadioLINK™ device and
links to Brooks Range of
RadioLINK™ Smoke, Heat and
CO alarms wirelessly, it brings
all the advantages of a wireless
interconnect alarm system.
Visit Brooks website to find out
more www.brooks.co.nz www.
brooks.com.au or phone us on
NZ 0800 220 007 AUS 1300 78 FIRE

firefighters helping firefighters
awhi atu awhi mai

For all people involved in firefighting:
rural, volunteer and paid staff as well
as administrative staff.

resene

Benefits:
Holiday & Convalescent Homes
Discretionary Loans & Grants
Corrective Lens Benefit
Hearing Aid Benefit
Birth of a Child Benefit
Gift Baskets
In Hospital Visits
Home Visits
In Hospital TV Rental

Hospital Parking
Assistance with out of town
travel costs for medical visits
Home Help
Counselling
Disaster Fund
Child Adoption Assistance
Funeral Assistance

www.firefighters.org.nz

Kingspan worldwide
leader in insulated panels
Kingspan Insulated Panels
has been supplying fire resistant
PIR insulated panels worldwide
for more than 30 years. As the
worlds leading producer of
insulated panels, with operations
in 85 countries, Kingspan supplies
over 30 million square meters of
insulated panels annually.
Kingspan has a fire testing
philosophy that provides certainty
that our PIR panels will perform as
expected in real-life fire events - a
safety aspect that sets us apart from
the rest. Life safety and building
protection is important to us,
because of this we are conservative
with any performance claims, as
there is no place for optimism in
life safety or the viability of our
customers businesses.
Kingspan insulated panels uses
its’ own unique, high performance
PIR (polyisocyanurate) core, and
the panels have been fire tested to
both local regulatory and global
insurance standards.
While testing is important to
provide benchmarking of the
system, the most convincing
argument for the use of Kingspan
Insurer Certified PIR core sandwich
panels is the way they react to fire
in real building fire situations.
Independently researched real
fire case studies have proven the

performance of Kingspan Insurer
Certified PIR panel systems. We
have been building up a library of
real fire case studies over the years
which consistently show that:
• PIR cores charred in the
immediate vicinity of fire.
• Fires were not propagated within
the PIR core.
• Dominant influence on fire
severity was the contents of
the building – fire severity not
significantly influenced by the
PIR panel.
• No evidence to indicate that PIR
panels increased the risk of fire
spread
A real life case study is shown
below, for further information
visit us on stand 14 at the FIRE NZ
conference.
Audi Dealership, Belgium
The fire occurred in the
external compound of a large Audi
dealership in Belgium in October
2014. It was a deliberate act of
arson.
The building is a steel portal
frame construction clad with 1m
wide by 100mm thick Kingspan
FM/LPCB Approved ECOsafe
PIR cored sandwich panels and
provides single storey showroom
and workshop and an internal

The aftermath of the fire, multiple Audi
cars torched by an arsonist.
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mezzanine floor for additional
vehicles and back of house. The
external wall did not require any
specific fire rating so the panels
were installed to Kingspan standard
details
Conclusions
∞ The ECOsafe PIR cored sandwich
panels were subject to a fire
likely to have lasted at least 15
minutes from ignition.
∞ It is likely that the cladding will
have been subjected to peak
incident radiative heat flux of at
least 31.8kW/m2 for a period of
at least 10 minutes.
∞ The sandwich panels exposed
to these conditions sustained
damage in terms of delamination
of the exposed steel skin of the
panels away from the ECOsafe
PIR core, removal of the paint
coating and pyrolysis of the
ECOsafe PIR core material to a
depth of approximately 40mm.
∞ There was no evidence of fire
propagation within the panels.
24.5kW/m

2

31.8kW/m

2

Shows the predicted peak incident
radiative heat flux of 31.8kW/m2.

No evidence of fire penetration
to the interior of the workshop

Rethinking hazard systems
Tighter health and safety
requirements being enforced
by recent changes in legislation
mean New Zealand businesses
will no longer be able to get
away with cobbled together
solutions for fire protection, says
Safeworld director Lance Hunt.

Lance Hunt, director Safeworld in
Auckland

Hunt says New Zealand seems to
have got away with hybrid systems
including fire extinguishers with
special nozzles for certain risk
situations for many years but now
there’s a much higher standard to
attain to.
Hunt, merging his two decades of
experience in fire safety equipment
and safety apparel, in his new
company says for example WorkSafe
has adopted the Australian mining
standards which state that if you
are working in a mine or tunnel
you have to have special systems in
vehicles in case of fire.
“We’ve loosely said we don’t
have any tunnels so we’re OK but
KiwiRail for example have had a
couple of incidents and things are
now being pushed out to a new
level.”
That new level has to meet
‘standard 5062’ and requires
hazard equipment to have “the
right listing, and approval and pass
testing” something Hunt says many
companies should have been doing
well before now.
This will become even more
apparent as WorkSafe investigates
situations relating to accident and
risk and asks about procedures and
why there’s no protection against
certain risks.

Safeworld specialises PPE, high viz vests,
uniforms, hand held fire equipment

He says the hazard protection
is only going to become more
specialised. “You’ll find buses using
the 5km tunnel through Auckland
for example will have to have
systems for fire protection around
the engine bay. We don’t bother
doing that at the moment but a fire
in a tunnel is a major issue.”
Safeworld specialises in
personal protective equipment
(PPE), high viz vests, uniforms,
hand held fire equipment and
are now branching out into
hazard systems for vehicles and
restaurants.
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PROGRAMME
Day 1: Site Visits / Setup

Wednesday 9th November 2016

8.00am – 12.00pm No access - Displayworks site set-up 8am -12pm
12.00pm
1.00pm
2.00pm
3.00pm
4.00pm
5.00pm

EXHIBITION
SET UP
Site access for
Exhibitors for
stand set-up
12.00pm –
5.00pm

Site Visit
Option 1
Winstone GIB
12.00pm 4.00pm

Site Visit
Option 2
Waterview
Tunnel
12.00pm –
4.00pm

Site Visit
Option 3
Auckland Airport
Crash Service
12.00pm 4.00pm

Day 1: SFPE ONE-DAY SEMINAR

Careers Day
12.00pm
–3.30pm

SFPE
One Day Seminar
8.00am – 4.30pm

Wednesday 9th November 2016

Dr Steve Gwynne is a leading expert in evacuation research and modelling. He will be presenting a one
day seminar on the current state of knowledge and research in human evacuation from buildings and
its real world application.
Who should attend: Fire engineers in consulting, research and regulatory roles.
8.30am – 9.00am

Registration

9.00am – 10.30am

Evacuation Process - Overview
• Regulatory Environment • Media Representation • Current State of Play

10.30am – 11.00am

Morning Tea

11.00am – 12.30pm

Understanding : • Theory: Our Understanding of Evacuee Behaviour
• Data: Quantifying Performance • Case Studies: Indicative Real-World Incidents

12.30pm – 1.00pm

Lunch

1.00pm – 2.30pm

Translating Understanding into Practice
• Influence on Procedural Design and Planning • Influence on Model Development
• Model Definition • Model Types • Model Functionality

2.30pm – 3.00pm

Afternoon Tea

3.00pm – 4.00pm

• Real-World Model Applications • Influence on Model Use • Model Configuration
• Model Testing • Interrogating Results

4.00pm – 4.30pm

Summary: Where we are and where we are going

4.30pm

Finish

Day 1: Careers Day

Wednesday 9th November 2016

1.00 – 1.05pm

Careers Event Start, Introduction –TBA

Time

Subject

Time

Subject

1.05 – 1.15pm

Alarms Tech

2.05 – 2.15pm

IFE

1.15 – 1.25pm

Sprinkler Tech

2.15 – 2.25pm

SFPE

1.25 – 1.35pm

Hoffe/FE Tech

2.25 – 2.35pm

Novaflow

1.35 –1.45pm

System Designer

2.35 – 2.45pm

Inspectorate

1.45 – 1.55pm

CAD Operator

2.45 – 2.55pm

IQP / EVAC

1.55 –2.05pm

Product Supplier

2.55 – 3.05pm

BCA

3.05 – 3.30pm

Q&A plus Handouts
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PROGRAMME
Day 2: Conference

Thursday 10th November 2016

7.30am – 8.00am

Registration – ALL Delegates

8.10am – 8.15am

M/C housekeeping

8.15am – 8.30 am

Opening Address from each President

8.30am – 9.15am

Keynote Speaker – Paul Baxter and Paul Swain

9.15am – 10.00am

Speaker: NFPA – TBA

10.00am – 10.45am

Morning Tea – Exhibitors Area

10.45am – 11.15am

Speaker: Adam Course – Fire Fighter Safety

11.15am – 11.45am

Speaker: Steve Gwyne – Evacuation (SFPE speaker)

11.45am -12.30pm

Speaker: Jason Krusen – Preventing Smoke Exposure in Firegrounds

12.30pm – 1.15pm

Lunch – Exhibitors Area

1.15pm – 3.00pm WORKSHOP SESSIONS
Workshop 1 – FPANZ

Workshop 2 – IFE

Workshop 3 – SFPE

1.15pm – 2.15pm
Session One

1:15pm Bill Sole Training /
Competenz – 30 mins
1:45pm Lance Hunt Fire
Equipment Register Hoffe
Code of Practise – 30 mins

Adam Course – Providing
a working example of
what he spoke about in his
presentation

Building Code Compliance
Documents Changes:
Introduction to the four
scenarios and overview of the
changes

2.15pm – 3.00pm
Session Two

Chris Orr, FPAA
FPAS Scheme – 1 hour

Paul Smith – NZFS Area
Manager who is project leader
for the NZFS Workplace
Carcinogen Exposure
Programme

Building Code Compliance
Documents Changes:
Form groups and work on one
scenario

3.15pm – 3.45pm

Afternoon Tea – Exhibitors Area

3.45pm – 5.15pm WORKSHOP SESSIONS
Workshop 1 – FPANZ

Workshop 2 – IFE

Workshop 3 – SFPE

3.45pm – 4.30pm
Session Three

3:45pm Chris Mak
Sprinkler System Certifier
– 30 mins
4:15pm Alan Wilson
Insurance Scheme – 15mins

Jason Krusen – Providing a
worked example based on his
presentation

Building Code Compliance
Documents Changes:
Continue working on scenario

4.30pm – 5.00pm
Session Four

Couch Session with FPANZ

Couch Session with
Jason Krusen

Building Code Compliance
Documents Changes:
Presentation of concept
designs and discussion of
outcomes

5.05pm – 6.00pm

AGM – IFE Seminar 2; and SFPE VIP Room

5.45pm – 6.30pm

Welcome Drinks – Exhibition Area

6.30pm – 10.30pm

Gala Dinner and Event
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Day 3: Conference

Friday 11th November 2016

8.00am – 8.30am

Speaker: Grant & Steve Kensington Swan - Health and Safety Act 2015

8.30am – 8.45am

Platinum Pertronic Sponsorship Speaker: David Percy

8.45am – 9.30am

Speaker: Trent Fearnley – Solar Panels and DC Danger

9.30am – 10.00am

Speaker: Michael Belsham – MBIE Fire Program Update

10.00am – 10.30am

Morning Tea – Exhibitors Area

TWO STREAMS: STREAM A

STREAM B

10.30am
–10.45am

Gold TYCO Sponsorship Speaker:
Ovidi Lasheras, Tyco

10.30am –
10.45am

Platinum GIB Sponsorship Speaker:

10.45am –
11.15am

Speaker: Geoff Thomas
– FS in Transient Accommodation

10.45am –
11.20am

Speaker: Elvira Nigido and Carlos Santin,
Halon Bank

11.15am –
11.35pm

Speaker: Dave Boyack

11.20am –
11.55am

Speaker: Ron Lawson,
Latest updates from the IPCA

11.35am –
12.00pm

Speaker: Jason Dyer

12.00pm –
12.30pm

Speaker: Geoff Merryweather – Anvil
FDS Brisk Comparison Stairs

11.55am –
12.30pm

Speaker: Peter Whiting - Branz
Passive Fire Project

Lunch – Exhibitors Area

12.30pm – 1.15pm
TWO STREAMS:

STREAM A

1.30pm –2.15pm

Speaker: Tim Nichols, Tyco
Data Centres and Water Mist

STREAM B

1.15pm – 1.30pm Platinum GIB Sponsorship Speaker:

2.15pm – 3.00pm Speaker: Paul Clements
Predetermined Safety Level

Gold TYCO Sponsorship Speaker:
Ovidi Lasheras, Tyco
- Beyond Fire Protection in Data Centres
Speaker: Greg North, Beca
How to Improve Fire & Smoke Stopping
Speaker: Mike, Ed, Ron
Assessing Passive Fire in Existing Buildings

3.00pm – 3.30pm

Afternoon Tea – Exhibitors Area

3.30pm – 4.00pm

Kevin Weller, Beca – Evolution of Fire Tools, Te Papa Case Study

4.00pm – 4.30pm

Wrap up of the Conference

MC & SPEAKER
– BRETT DE HOEDT
This year, FireNZ will have a professional MC running the event to give Mitchel Brown
a well deserved break.
Our committee discovered Brett de Hoedt when attending the 2016 Fire Protection
Australia Conference and Exhibition.
We thought he was pretty good, so we made the former print journalist and radio
presenter an offer he couldn’t refuse.
Between fire protection conferences, Brett runs Hootville Communications which trains and consults on media, marketing
and communications to peak bodies, nonprofits and small businesses.
Brett promises to keep the show on the road and the energy high.
He’s also going to be delivering a special digital marketing workshop while he is in NZ called Online Savvy for those
who want to get more from websites, email marketing, social media and Google. Once again we made him an offer he
couldn’t refuse and negotiated a dramatic discount and will produce further details around this once we have finalised
the event, timing and location.
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SITE VISITS
Choose ONE site visit from the following three options:
SITE VISIT OPTION 1

Wednesday 9th November - 12:00pm - 4:00pm

WINSTONE GIB SITE VISIT
Winstone Wallboards Ltd is New Zealand’s largest manufacturer and marketer of gypsum
plasterboard, drywall systems, associated products and services. The GIB® brand is
a New Zealand icon and Winstone Wallboards has a proud heritage of being a New
Zealand focused and New Zealand based company. Visit the Auckland factory where GIB®
plasterboard is manufactured and see the process of making GIB® plasterboard including
GIB Fyreline®, the high level of quality control and the impressive scale of production
required to service New Zealand’s construction industry
12.00pm

Depart from ASB Show grounds

3.30pm

Depart back to ASB Show

2.20 - 3.00pm Questions, Afternoon tea

SITE VISIT OPTION 2

Wednesday 9th November - 12:00pm - 4:00pm

WATERVIEW TUNNEL
Be one of the first to get into the Waterview Tunnels during the final stages of services fit
out. This site visit will let you get behind the barricades and see what has been going on
underneath the roads and houses in Waterview for the past two years. This is your chance
to see what all of the planning and construction has delivered so far, and your chance to
get your questions answered by those running this massive project.
12.00pm

Depart from ASB Show grounds

3.30pm

Depart back to ASB Show

2.20 - 3.00pm Questions, Afternoon tea

SITE VISIT OPTION 2

Wednesday 9th November - 12:00pm - 4:00pm

AUCKLAND AIRPORT CRASH SERVICES
This site visit will provided a guided tour around the facilities at Auckland International
Airport's emergency crash services. This is a great opportunity to see the work that goes
on in the back ground at the airport preparing for emergencies. Don’t miss your chance
to see the machinery and meet the staff who are the first responders in any emergency
situation at the airport.
12.00pm

Depart from ASB Show grounds

3.30pm

Depart back to ASB Show

2.20 - 3.00pm Questions, Afternoon tea

ONLY 1 SITE VISIT PER PERSON
******ALL SITE VISITS ARE LIMITED TO 20 PERSONS PER TOUR*******
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WORKSHOPS
Thursday 10th November, 1.15pm –5.00pm

FPA Workshop Stream

This year the FPA Workshop Sessions will cover a variety of topics that will be of interest to the
FPA membership no matter what discipline you work in. Ranging from industry training and
new course material, updates on HOFFE Equipment Registers, the FPA will provide details
around the implementation and benefits of the FPASS scheme, and there will also be updates
from the SSC in relation to updating standards. A couch Q&A session will be available with all
the speakers.

NEW ZEALAND

Thursday 10th November, 1.15pm –5.00pm

IFE Workshop Stream
Firefighter Safety

The focus on the IFE Workshop is Firefighter safety. More particular it is focused on preventing
any illness suffered from exposure to smoke products. IFE will also look at a way of tracking
firefighter fatalities/injuries/near misses in order to learn from them and hopefully prevent them
from reoccurring. The last session of the workshop will be our now traditional couch session
where you will have the ability to ask questions of all our speakers in an informal setting.

Thursday 10th November, 1.15pm –5.00pm

SFPE Workshop Stream

Building Code Compliance

Test drive proposed changes to the Building Code Compliance Documents by preparing
concept designs for a variety of scenarios.
• Supported housing using the new design guide
• Prisons using the new design guide
• Alternative solutions using the proposed framework
• ANARP on existing buildings
An overview of each scenario will be presented then you will have the opportunity to form into
groups to prepare a concept design for a scenario of your choosing.
At the conclusion of the concept design, the groups will present their designs and thoughts on
the pro's and cons of the proposed changes. This will be followed by a general discussion.
During the workshop there will also be a guest speaker on a topic relevant to fire engineers.
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Victaulic gets
one- piece groove on
Victaulic, the company that
pioneered the roll groove concept
for sprinkler system connections
back in the 1950s is now
delivering its latest innovation,
all-in-one fittings that simplify
and reduce time and labour costs.
Traditionally, sprinkler system
piping connections needed to
be welded, flanged and threaded
and involved many different
components. Beginning with the
company’s patented FireLockTM
Installation-ReadyTM couplings
which nearly eliminates the need
for any welded, flanged or threaded
joints in fire protection systems,
Victaulic has since gone one step
further by developing InstallationReady Fittings..
The risk of mismatched fittings,
require fewer fasteners, and
result in up to 75% less inventory.
With a speedier installation time,
contractors can maximise their
crew’s time and drastically improve
on site safety.
Mitch Buckley, North Island
manager for Victaulic says FireLock
Installation-Ready fittings are one
of the most innovative changes to
fittings since the groove concept.
“With the construction boom, the
market working to tighter time
frames and a big demand for labour
this will help people get the job
done faster with less risk.”
Rather than having to order all
the couplings and fittings separately
often up to 22 different parts that
need assembling, project managers
can simply order one single fitting
that has no loose parts.
“Fitters don’t have to adjust
die heads on threading machines
because the roll groover does
any size and you no longer need
to carry two sets of stilsons (pipe
wrenches) up the ladder. Installation
can be done with one person, one
hand and one tool.”
The one-piece grooved fittings
with built-in couplings are up to
four times faster to install than
the traditional approach. The fact

that the new Victaulic fittings’ C-E
dimensions are about half the
length of rival products means they
work better in tighter ceiling spaces.
Victaulic, the world’s leading
manufacturer of mechanical
pipe-joining systems, has also
launched VicFlexTM sprinkler
fittings using a flexible, stainless
steel hose to provide sprinkler
installation on suspended and
hard-lid ceilings.
The company says these replace
hard pipe drops and arm overs,

enabling for the highest number
of bends allowed in the industry
and are the fastest way to connect
sprinkler to the branch line.
The US company manufacturers
fittings, valves, sprinkler heads
“everything except the pipe” with
the new Installation-Ready fittings
ideally suited to new construction
projects.
The range of products are
distributed through Hydroflow which
supplies to 50% of the pipes and
fittings to the fire protection industry.
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One brigade to rule them all
- FENZ transformation begins

A

fter more than a
decade of debate and
deliberation, legislation to
transform New Zealand’s
Fire Services into a new into
a rebranded national fire and
emergency service, is likely to
become law in March next year.
The Fire and Emergency New
Zealand Bill, the legal framework
for the first major overhaul of the
NZ Fire Service in nearly 70-years,
merges volunteer and professional
firefighters including urban and
rural brigades into a single entity.
The Bill informed by a final
round of submissions on fire service
regulations in mid-August, aspires
to create a more efficient, better
equipped and funded brigade
plus a long overdue mandate for
emergency, rescue and medical
responses that firefighters have
been engaged in for years.

Todd O’Donoghue
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As it moves into its final stages,
lobbyists, including the Professional
Firefighters Union (NZFPU) and the
United Fire Brigades Association
(UFBA), have been thrashing out
a range of tricky issues through
regular meetings with officials and
the submissions process.
Greater clarity is sought around
who reports to who and who’s
responsible for what; additional
funding and resourcing to
ensure equity between rural and
urban brigades, the role of local
‘influencing committees’ and
avoiding a top down bureaucracy
that could crush the communitybased volunteer culture.
Good for fire protection
NZFS national advisor on fire risk
management, Todd O’Donoghue
says it’ll mainly be business as
usual for the fire protection industry
although enforcement provisions
through a system of infringement
offences and associated fines could
be good for business.
For example “relevant buildings”
may be required to have an
approved evacuation scheme.
Currently he says consultants work
hard to ensure buildings establish
and maintain evacuation schemes
and run regular trial evacuations.
“The FENZ Bill proposes that a
person who knowingly contravenes
these requirements is liable for
a penalty of imprisonment for 6
months or a fine of up to $75, 000
for an individual or $150, 000 in any
other case.”
O’Donoghue says this and other
provisions within the new legislation
will encourage building owners to
comply with fire safety requirements
and support the fire industry.

He says the Bill is modern,
comprehensive and enabling. “As
well as establishing FENZ it will
allow the organisation to adapt
as circumstances change in the
future.”
The FENZ Bill first introduced
to Parliament on 6 July 2016
brings together more than 40
separate organisations, over 600
fire brigades, more than 12,000
volunteers and approximately 3000
paid staff.
It will repeal the Fire Service
Act 1975 and the Forest and Rural
Fires Act 1977 with a new Crown
entity, Fire and Emergency New
Zealand (FENZ) which will take over
from the New Zealand Fire Service
Commission from July 2017.
Committee controversy
FENZ will absorb the governance
roles of the NZFS, the National
Rural Fire Authority (NRFA) and 52
Regional Fire Authorities (RFA).
It will work with a network of
committees and be responsible for
resourcing fire services, training and
professional standards. Submissions
on fire regulations and how FENZ
operates, including levy and
property exemptions, fire control
matters and the structure of local
committees are currently before the
Select Committee.
Local committees, says Internal
Affairs minister Peter Dunne, will
be appointed from the community
by the FENZ Board to advise on
local risks and issues, consider and
promote the interests of volunteers
and provide feedback and guidance
on local fire and emergency
planning.
United Fire Brigades (UFBA)
CEO, George Verry, says there

Verry’s view, shared by others
in the volunteer brigades, is don’t
mess with what’s already working
well; volunteers already have good
links with Wellington and it would
be “uncomfortable” reporting to a
local committee on budgetary or
other needs.
Minister Dunne insists the
changes will ensure consistency
and strengthen all aspects of the
fire service and promises greater
investment in the volunteer
sector.
UFBA CEO George Verry

are still vagaries around the
membership and responsibilities
of local and regional “influencing
committees” and what role they’ll
take in determining fire risks and
resourcing.
He says members would be
concerned if the committees
attempted to influence the work
of urban volunteers. “They don’t
really need that, they’re in tune with
their own community and know the
different risks of a dairy factory or
new buildings.”
He says they make it their
business to assess risk “and tap on
the door of the fire service if they
need gear to cope with that.”

More fire funding
In the May Budget, the
Government allocated $303 million
of new funding over four years to
support the merger. The package
would be partly funded through
a $161 million increase in the fire
levy over three years, beginning in
2017-18.
Of the increase, about $30
million will come from broadening
the fire levy to third party motor
vehicle insurance. Homeowners will
also face slightly higher levies from
2017 to help fund the NZFS.
The remainder of the package
would be covered by $30 million in
Crown funding and a $112 million
capital injection to be paid back
over 10 years.

Internal Affairs minister Peter Dunne

NZ Professional Firefighters
Union officials were feeling
rather uneasy with the “trust us”
response following an August
meeting with Mr Dunne, UFBA and
Fire Service executives and the
transition team, seeking further
information on both the Bill and
transition to FENZ.
The NZPFU hadn’t received any
comprehensive response to its list
of concerns, many of which were
repeated in its final submissions on
the Bill.
While pleased with the
“overarching thrust”, president
Peter Nicolle continued to express
concern about whether the

Checking compliance
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collective agreement and other
conditions of employment would
be continued.
Command and control
The union also wanted clarity
around the vagueness of
operational command and control.
“There is nothing that details
who or even if there will be an
operational head of the service. All
power is given to the (civilian) board
and they can exercise it themselves
or delegate to anyone.”
Concern was also expressed at
the vague description and role of
“inspector” having been established
“and given substantial powers”
without detail of how that person
would function.
The physical competency
assessment (PCA), not included
in the Bill, was replaced by
‘health standards’ with provisions
for “challenging a medical
disengagement…significantly
weakened”.
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Submissions on fire
regulations and how
FENZ operates,
including levy and
property exemptions,
fire control matters and
the structure of local
committees are
currently before the
Select Committee.
The NZPFU also raised the
fact that gratuities for both
professional and volunteer

firefighters due on 20-years of
services were only continued for
existing employees
It wants to put its case on
these and other issues around the
transition directly to the Select
Committee before the contents of
the Bill go before Parliament.
UFBA’s George Verry, wants
more clarity around the promise of
greater investment in and support
for volunteers. “That’s great but
what does it mean not just to FENZ
but to the brigade?”
He and his team continue
to lobby to ensure volunteer
firefighters get the best possible
deal as the final tweaks are made to
the new legislation and the clauses
that underpin it. “We’ve still got a
huge amount of work to do to make
sure nothing slips under the radar,”
says Verry.
Rural service challenges
The UFBA established a close
alliance with the Forest and Rural
Fire Association of New Zealand
(FRFANZ); 25% are UFBA members,
to jointly advocate during the
reforms.
Verry says the rural fire sector in
particular will need more consistent
resourcing and faces some big
changes, as it moves away from
partnership with local authorities
to more prescriptive governance,
regulations and policies under
FENZ.
“They operate quite differently
than the urban service and
have been less organised and
coordinated than volunteer brigades
which have been enshrined in fairly
prescriptive legislation for some
time,” says Verry.
Also to be worked out is the
ownership of assets, trucks,
specialist forestry and other
firefighting equipment, some
of which have been donated,
supplied by councils or purchased
through community fundraising.
Will the community still have
that ownership or will it revert to
FENZ?
Minister Dunne has assured asset
transfers will be handled through a
managed process with stakeholders
and every effort will be made to
accommodate local innovations
and responses worked out over
time for fire services to be delivered
to different communities.

The UFBA also wants to see a
broader deployment of specialist
equipment including defibrillators
and equipment such as jaws of
life along with training in the use
of these and other life saving
techniques.
“It’s been a point of debate for a
long time having only one or two
brigades in different regions being
fully equipped and some not tuned
in to handling the ‘blood and guts
stuff’ at all. There’s a lot of work to
be done on that,” says Verry.
Administrative overload
He’s hopeful there’ll be some
relief in the administration area,
particularly now that the Health and
Safety in the Workplace legislation
requires far more reporting.
“We want to see life made as
easy as possible around the book
work, rolls and record keeping
which can be quite onerous for
a volunteer. Health and safety
is applying strong pressure to
the mothership with a lot more
compliance work,” quips Verry.
One suggestion had been to free
up time by having less involvement
with schools but “many vollies are
averse to that because they enjoy
that and it keeps them in tune with
what’s going on”.
There may also be some
compensation for employers who
allow volunteers to take time off.
“Not many dock wages but this
might help take the sting out of
that and even extend to the selfemployed in recognition of the
significant contribution volunteers
make,” says Verry.
The UFBA also had to push to
have its own role as the recognised
advocate for its membership
cemented, and is still seeking clarity
around the ‘direct relationship’
proposed in the Cabinet papers
between volunteer firefighters and
FENZ.
After meeting with the
minister, the UFBA is working on
a memorandum of understanding
(MOU) with the Fire Services
Commission Board. “We needed
to confirm our role, the role of
the officers and the relationship
between volunteers, their brigade
and the fire service.”
Talk of all individual volunteers
having a direct relationship with
FENZ raised eyebrows. “Because

The rural fire sector in
particular will need more
consistent resourcing and
faces some big changes,
as it moves away from
partnership with local
authorities to more
prescriptive governance,
regulations and policies
under FENZ.
UFBA CEO George Verry

that wasn’t defined it left us open to
members being required to sign an
employment agreement with FENZ.
They would’nt be keen on that.”
Verry said the focus of
volunteers is on their local brigade
and serving their community
“rather than having the fire service
in a position to discipline them or
terminate volunteer arrangements.”
The current arrangement of
brigade chiefs and deputies looking
after the fire district in a contractual
arrangement with the Fire Service
Commission is preferable. While
still working through the detail,
Verry says UFBA is close to a “much
less constraining….and acceptable
solution”.
While the term community is
written everywhere in the prelegislation documents, how that
plays out could be critical for the
culture of the fire service, says
Verry.
Like other volunteers he says the
rural fire service is based on strong
local knowledge and community
relationships built up over time.
“Most volunteers realise their
uniforms, training and equipment
is branded with NZ Fire Service but
if you asked about their strongest
affiliation they would say it was to
the local brigade and community.”
Slow burn process
The new legislation is based on
many of the recommendations
from the December 2012
independent Fire Review Panel,

aka The Swain Review, which
languished through two ministers
and a multitude of fire industry
discussion papers and submissions.
It came after more than a decade
of calls from industry stakeholders
to ensure the fire service was
mandated and legally protected
for the growing expectations that
firefighters be first responders in
medical emergencies, car accidents
and urban search and rescue.
While 1970s legislation
nationalised the fire service it didn’t
address the structure. In May 2015
the Government finally produced a
major discussion paper including
greater support for volunteers and
modernising management.
After 35 meetings and 235
submissions the review team made
its own recommendations on the
future shape, direction and funding
of the fire services.
Following consultation Minister
Dunne conceded there were
obvious problems. The report
identified three key issues placing
the NZFS under increasing pressure;
“changing expectations, a lack of
co-ordination, variable leadership
and inconsistent investment
decisions”.
Dunne says this resulted
in health and safety issues for
rural fire fighters, shortages of
volunteers in some areas, unclear
lines of responsibility between fire
services and other agencies, and
inefficiencies.
Cultural issues such as
addressing the claims of a bullying
culture within certain brigades
remain a high priority with work
underway to ensure staff work more
effectively together with a new
dispute resolution process now in
place.
Dunne has reassured firefighters
that the reforms are focused on a
change of governance, and would
not have an impact on fire service
jobs or entitlements.
“We will see some reorganisation
of jobs but we have made it
clear this is not a job-cutting
exercise. This is not about
changing conditions of service or
employment.”
The Bill includes modernised
powers of entry and inspection to
investigate the cause of fires, to
support FENZ regulatory role in
ensuring compliance with the bill.
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Getting HOFFE
back on track
By Keith Newman

T

he Fire Protection
Association (FPANZ) is
ramping up its campaign
to close loopholes in
legislation that allow building
owners to remove or exclude fire
extinguishers and fire hoses from
commercial buildings.
An independent report providing
evidence that handheld firefighting
equipment (HOFFE) can save lives
and potentially tens of millions of
dollars in property has got the green
light from the insurance industry
and the NZ Fire Service (NZFS).
NZFS national advisor on
fire risk management, Todd
O’Donoghue, says next stage
planning is underway with a work

Lance Hunt HOFFE SIG chair
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group including stakeholders and
members of the NZ Fire Service.
“Despite the findings in the
report, there is still considerable
work to be done to ensure that
the most can be made from the
recommendations.”
Lance Hunt, who’s headed
the FPANZ HOFFE special interest
group for three years, says even if
legislation changes take another
two years, the industry “cannot
drop the ball…the report has proven
that portables are a cost saving to
the economy as a whole.”
Hunt remains concerned
proposals for change could be
shelved in the midst of fire service
restructuring unless supporters are
persistent. “This information should
be made available and considered
as a priority.”
He’s hoping the NZFS will mount
a marketing campaign supporting
the use of fire extinguishers, their
placement and maintenance,
particularly in the commercial
sector.
Promotional push
To date he says much of NZFS
advertising and marketing has
been around smoke alarms and
getting out of the building to a clear
evacuation point, something he
fully agrees with in the case of a
large fire.
However, the report shows
that the NZFS, ACC and insurance
companies never get to hear
about the many times hand held
equipment prevents small fires
spreading so there’s no need for a
call out or reporting.

What’s important now, says Hunt,
is to maintain momentum, with
an education programme helping
people understand the importance
of having extinguishers, fire blankets
and hose reels installed in buildings.
The HOFFE group met with
senior people from the FPA board
and the NZ Fire Service in July
where the report; two years in the
making, was officially tabled and
viewed as a major step toward
changing legislation.
The HOFFE report written by
Greg Marr of Civic Futures confirms
premises are better protected when
small fires can be contained before
they escalate, suggesting forced
compliance for all non-residential
buildings could save $47.4m
annually through preventing fires or
$24m after investing in HOFFE.
Hunt says the release of the
report is timely as it coincides with
a much sharper focus on fire safety
through the Health and Safety at
Work Act including the challenge
of whether or not extinguishers are
required and where they fit.
He says a high level of research
and analysis went into the report
including the evaluation of previous
international and local data.
What’s required now is for the NZ
Fire Service, insurance and other
industry segments to support the
findings at Government level.
He says it’s now up to the FPA
and its members to use the report
findings to educate people while the
HOFFE SIG continues to work on a
code of practice (NZS4503:2005),
currently in a draft stage ahead of

stakeholder comment, to “dovetail”
into proposed regulations.
However, taking it the next stage
to amend the current standard could
cost up to $150,000 with interested
parties asked to help fund this.
Compliance backtrack
Hunt says a decade ago a
handful of people began lobbying
to remove HOFFE from the
compliance schedule and by
2012 specific requirements were
removed from the Building Act.
“If you were a property manager
looking at a cost saving measure
that wasn’t going to create too
much grief for the building owner,
you took them out.”
That situation became confusing
for many tenants who were told by
their insurance company that they
needed to have extinguishers.
What happened, suggests
Hunt, was that extinguishers were
purchased at a hardware store or
on-line and treated as a commodity
item which in turn created an
environment for the proliferation of
non-compliant product.
As organisations review health
and safety risk factors Hunt believes
there will be an increase in demand
for extinguishers which could
exacerbate the problem.

What’s important
now, is to maintain
momentum, with an
education programme
helping people
understand the
importance of having
extinguishers, fire
blankets and hose reels
installed in buildings.
Lance Hunt HOFFE SIG chair
The evolving HOFFE code
of practice would require clear
standards approvals, procedures
and labelling for importers,
distributors and resellers of
extinguishers making it clear what
is and isn’t acceptable.
“We need a clear mechanism for
WorkSafe inspectors and others to
give clearance on these products,”
says Hunt.

He suggests many retail outlets
may not understand the importer
and supplier are under certain
clearance obligations which could
result in prosecution so there’s a
need for improved education.
“I’m sure if Bunnings and Mitre
10 knew at head office purchasing
that they needed to ensure this
type of product is compliant as
part of their responsibilities and
consumer rights then that’s what
they’d do.”
While building and fire
inspections may pick up noncompliant product, having them
rejected at the five yearly testing
stage was “too late”.
Hunt says border control needs
to pick up extinguishers as part of
dangerous goods with the onus
falling on the owner to have a
certificate of compliance. “While
that may add to the cost that’s the
law…their product may be okay
but they need to know about these
requirements.”
Hunt says New Zealand follows
the Australian regulations and
controls with the same compliance
requirements for extinguishers,
although “we’re a little behind them
in some areas including legislation
requiring them to be installed in
buildings as a compliant product.”
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Improved industry input
assists fire safety design
The fire industry is shaking itself
out of a period of apathy and
becoming more fully engaged
with the Ministry of Business
Innovation and Employment
(MBIE) Fire Programme designed
to resolve cross industry confusion
and misunderstanding.
The Fire Programme, half way
through reviewing and making
recommendations on 15 proposed
changes relating to fire safety, arises
from the April 2012 revisions of the
Building Code (Acceptable Solutions
and Verification Method), which
impact on the broader fire industry.
Although industry stakeholders
were surveyed and asked for input
during the initial review process in
2015, the response was generally
poor with only about 10% of those
eligible, bothering to have a say.

Chris Rutledge,
MBIE’s Fire Programme Leader
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After six months of feedback,
the Fire Protection Association
(FPA) called for more cohesive
cross industry involvement as
each project came up for further
consultation.
From early this year much
stronger interest has been shown,
specifically in the current round
where three working groups;
Construction Monitoring, PostConstruction Compliance (BWoF)
and Passive Fire Protection were
oversubscribed. FPA nominees are
engaged in each of them.
Because these topics are closely
inter-related and involve areas that
are currently controversial, a task
group chaired by Peter Laurenson,
a senior manager in the Building
Systems Performance group will
oversee progress.
Members are Doug Naylor
(Auckland City Council), Leonie
Ray (Christchurch City Council),
Graham Dilks (IPENZ), Scott Lawson
(FPANZ), Matt Paterson (Property
Council), Geoff Merryweather (SFPE),
Rob Dalton (NZFS), Mark ProbertSouthern (IFE), Neil McLeod (BCA
Clusters) and Teena Pennington
(NZIA).
No quick fixes
MBIE’s Fire Programme Leader,
Chris Rutledge, says the issues
are complex and the task group
will need to draw on wide sector
knowledge and experience with no
“simple or quick fixes” expected.
He says the insights stakeholders
bring to the table “are critical to
understanding how we can improve
the quality and performance in
these areas”.

Initial meetings were held in
early September, and once areas for
improvement are identified they’ll
likely go out for consultation in the
second quarter of 2017.
Ron Green head of NZFPA’s
passive protection special interest
group (PFP SIG) says they’re group
is working on revisions it hopes will
ultimately feed into the Building Act
and Building Code.
Ultimately he’d like to see
MBIE require PFP checks by
independently qualified persons
(IQPs) including what they check,
where and how often.
MBIE described the FPA in
particular as demonstrating
“maturity as a sector peak body”
and a significant stakeholder in
finding workable solutions for
the fire regulatory system. “We’re
confident the voices it brings to the
table will add a great deal of value
to the process”.
The working groups typically
include fire engineers, architects,
scientists, building consent
authorities (BCAs), the NZ Fire
Service, industry representatives
and MBIE personnel.

Rutledge says more than 80
people have actively engaged in
the projects since the programme
was first launched in July 2015.
So far working groups on eight
projects have completed their
tasks and are working on their
recommendations.
• Fire Safety in Supported Housing
• Alterations to Existing Buildings
(ANARP)
• Material Group Numbers –
Timber Linings
• Specific Design - Re-introducing
Alternative Solutions
• Acceptable Solutions Review
• Design Guides for Specialist
Buildings
• Other Legislation and
Regulations Applying to Fire
Safety in Buildings
• Structural Stability in Fire
The current phase of the Fire
Programme will continue to the
end of the year. Once the feedback
is analysed it’s expected to take
a further two to three months to
reach final decisions.
There are six Building Code
clauses that relate to protecting
people in and around buildings,
limiting fire spread and helping
firefighting and rescue, supported
by two Verification Methods and
seven Acceptable Solutions, based
on occupant activities in all or part
of a building.
A new format is planned
for Acceptable Solutions and
Verification Methods, along
with design guides for specialist
classes of buildings and additional
guidance, training and education
for the fire sector.
Rutledge says some of these
changes will require formal public
consultation. “Our intention is
to consult with stakeholders on a
package of proposed changes early
in 2017.”
Avoiding code confusion
Original code revisions that
came into effect in July 2013
were supposed to provide greater
consistency in fire design and
make life easier for designers, fire
engineers and BCAs.
However, MBIE conceded
the fire and building industry
struggled with the content and
structure which left too much
open to interpretation, resulting

Based on industry
feedback MBIE
reviewed its changes
and looked at a
more collaborative
approach across
a range of areas
including passive
fire protection
(PFP), construction
monitoring
and hazardous
substances.

in inconsistencies in the way the
new fire safety requirements were
handled.
Based on industry feedback
MBIE reviewed its changes and
looked at a more collaborative
approach across a range of areas
including passive fire protection
(PFP), construction monitoring and
hazardous substances.
Key sector groups including
the Society of Fire Protection
Engineers, the New Zealand
Institute of Architects, the
Institution of Professional
Engineers, the Institution of Fire
Engineers, FPANZ and the Building
Officials Institute of New Zealand
were briefed on the issues.
Major fire engineering
consulting firms, key BCAs and
individuals who wanted to learn
more about the programme were
also involved.
MBIE’s approach was to form
working groups to support each
project and have organisations
nominate suitable individuals to
involve stakeholders in formulating
strategies to address concerns
rather than having them comment
on already formulated proposals.
The output from the working
groups is considered by the Fire
Review Steering Group (FRSG),
the Fire Programme’s governance
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body, chaired by MBIE chief
engineer Mike Stannard, alongside
senior managers in MBIE’s Building
Systems Performance (BSP) branch.
Once a firm proposal has
been developed for a Code
clause change or a change to
the Acceptable Solutions or the
Verification Method, there’s to be
formal public consultation.
Earlier this year a working group
began looking into alterations
to existing buildings, including
how decisions are made by the
New Zealand Fire Service, fire
engineers and BCAs to more
accurately identify problems and
consequences before developing
solutions.
A better balance is being
sought between creative design,
innovation and choice and
adequate and reasonable safety.
The consent process for fire,
specifically the fire engineering
brief (FEB) surrounding ‘alternative
solutions’ and the effectiveness
of the FEB process, is also under
review.
A review of the Evacuation of
Disabled Persons in Commercial
Buildings project will begin before
the end of the year.
A working group looking
into fire design for prisons and
fire stations and other specialist
buildings is also reviewing fire
design for structural steel car
parking.
Adjustments are also being
proposed to fire safety for

Supported Housing through a
design guide for building fire safety
measures and a code of practice
outlining building management
procedures. This will include the
needs of residents, management
procedures of service providers
and the duty of care of building
owners.
MBIE says this is a significant
step toward the sector taking
ownership of a fire safety solution
that reflects the needs of people
living in supported housing.
Changes to the use of a
building, or altering a building,
requires buildings to be brought to
comply ‘as nearly as is reasonably
practicable’ (ANARP) with the
provisions of the Building Code.
The ANARP working group
has recommended effort be
put into training, education
and sponsorship with guidance
currently being developed for the
process to underpin this work.

NZSFE president Geoff Merryweather

MBIE chief engineer Mike Stannard
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Sensible and achievable
The Society of Fire Protection
Engineers (SFPE) is working
closely with MBIE on the revisions
“to make sure they’re sensible
and achievable in terms of fire
engineering.”
President Geoff Merryweather
says there needs to be solid and
robust input “so we’re happy to live
with what comes out of it for the
next 10-years or so.” It’s a major
exercise for MBIE, “they won’t want
to revisit quickly”.

He says everything needs to
be tied together so there’s a more
consistent design approach to
buildings from storing dangerous
goods to disabled access and
disability regulations “so you
don’t end up with outliers and
unintended consequences”.
With imminent changes
proposed to the Hazardous
Substances New Organisms Act
1996, (HSNO), MBIE wants a better
understanding of the interaction
between legislation including the
Building Act, Fire Services Act, Fire
Safety and Evacuation of Buildings
Regulations and Resource
Management Act.
Merryweather says the HSNO
doesn’t currently reflect the
Building Act, Environmental
Protection Agency and Dangerous
Goods regulations which start out
with basically requiring “a four
hour concrete bunker”.
MBIE’s chief engineer Mike
Stannard, says after investigating
and analysing issues identified
by stakeholders, the level of
engagement with the sector will
increase as the Fire Programme
progresses and solutions are
implemented.
He says MBIE wants to continue
the partnerships being forged
through the ongoing development
of the fire regulatory system.
A strong platform has been
established and “the fire regulatory
system needs to evolve to match
the development of building
technology and advances in the
understanding of fire”.
Stannard says the outcomes
from the projects are important
for building and growing a critical
partnership which is in itself “the
most important legacy from the
Fire Programme”.
It’s likely to be late 2017 before
the full process is completed and
updates to the Building Code and
supporting documents proposed.
They’ll still need approval from
the chief executive of MBIE and
the general manager of building
systems performance and in some
cases ministerial approval.
In the meantime the industry
must continue to work with
existing codes and requirements.

by Keith Newman

Insurance funds FENZ
with harsher penalties
by Keith Newman
The New Zealand Insurance
Council’s attempts to escape the
role of defacto tax collector for
the New Zealand Fire Service
have been disregarded by
Internal Affairs Minister Peter
Dunne.
Insurance Council of New
Zealand chief executive Tim
Grafton reiterated his long held
concerns that placing levies only
on those who paid insurance was
blatantly unfair and out of step with
international practice.
Dunne’s compromise is that
from the 2018-19 year the vehicle
levy will be expanded to include
the 14% of motorists who only have
third party insurance.
While the exact levy change
is still under discussion, the
Government is hoping to collect
$30 million annually from car
owners to cover call outs to car
crashes.
Around 10% of drivers do not
have insurance of any kind and
therefore make no contribution to
fund the fire service.
The Fire Service, first responder
to many medical emergencies, car
accidents and natural disasters,
is essentially paid for by building
and house and contents or
comprehensive vehicle insurance
with ongoing frustration that not all
building or car owners are insured
Freeloaders still free
Grafton says the burden of
funding the fire service still falls
to those who pay insurance, with
many “freeloaders” receiving full
benefits. He would have preferred a
levy on car registration so all road
users paid.

The Government in its review
of the new Fire and Emergency
Services Bill stated such levies were
“highly inefficient”, and discouraged
people from taking out appropriate
levels of insurance.
Its final decision, however, rested
on the Supreme Court judgment
concerning the interpretation of
the Fire Service as being “universal”,
meaning “costs are generally shared
among all who benefit from the
potential to use FENZ’s services”.
Law firm Bell Gully in its
commentary on the Bill said “if
universality is intended to be a key
principle, then FENZ should be
funded by all who benefit from its
services – that is, the public – and
not just by those who take out
insurance.”
It also pointed out “a significant
extension” in that levies will be
payable on “non-fire material
damage policies, in addition to fire
material damage policies” The
Government claims this is justified
as the Fire Service responds to
a “growing number of non-fire
related incidents” such as flooding,
although only those with fire
insurance pay for it.
Minister Dunne welcomed the
greater clarity provided by “applying
the tax to all insurance policies for
damage to property” as simplifying
administration and limiting
avoidance.
“This should also mean that
contributions are made by central
and local government authorities
who take out insurance cover.
That will make the system fairer as
will the decision for the Crown to
contribute $10 million toward nonfire activities.”

Insurance Council CEO Tim Grafton

Penalties increased
The legislation would also feature a
new offences and penalties regime,
including heavy fines for people
who deliberately lit fires.
Dunne said “anti-avoidance
measures” similar to the tax regime
would prevent individuals and
companies avoiding the fire levy.
“An insurer or insured” party
entering into an arrangement
designed to reduce liability for paying
the levy, would render that insurance
void and give FENZ the ability to
determine an appropriate liability.
Bell Gully says such antiavoidance powers are typically
reserved for tax authorities and that
the powers given to FENZ “would
be an unprecedented and likely an
out-of-scale response to potential
levy minimisation issues”.
While there’s a dispute resolution
scheme provided for in the Bill, “the
burden of proof is on the insurer or
insured, rather than FENZ.”
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Competenz, FPA New Zealand
and FPA Australia enters into
major training partnership
Competenz are transforming the way the New
Zealand fire industry learn with help from the Fire
Protection Association Australia (FPA Australia) and
Fire Protection Association New Zealand (FPANZ). The
partnership will help deliver best practice industry
training to the industry through the development of
an online learning solution.
The three parties have committed to working
together to share learning content, to support
consistency of training between the two countries and
enable shared savings in resource development costs.
Specifically, the partnership will allow learning
resources developed by FPA Australia to be modified for
the New Zealand market and then delivered online by
Competenz, supported by FPANZ.
Competenz General Manager Product Development
and Quality Assurance Nick Thomson said he hoped to
make the new learning materials available to the New
Zealand fire protection industry in 2017.
“FPA Australia will shortly provide their learning
materials to help inform our development of the new
online programmes,” he said.
Competenz has assembled a team to transition
the content from the Australian context. Once these
materials have been adapted to meet the New Zealand
requirements, we will be making announcements about
the availability of these qualifications.”
“These materials have been sorely needed in the
New Zealand market for some time and we look
forward to offering them to learners and ensuring the
best possible learning materials are developed for this
critically important industry.”
FPA Australia CEO Scott Williams said the move
would lead to more consistent educational outcomes
for learners in New Zealand and Australia.
“Our vision is reducing the risk of fire to life property
and the environment, for a safer community and this
agreement goes a long way towards achieving this,” he
said.
“This partnership will ensure that best practice
fire protection industry training can be conveniently

Competenz General Manager Product Development and
Quality Assurance Nick Thomson (left) and Scott Lawson,
FPANZ CEO (right)

delivered to learners in New Zealand and this will
greatly increase the portability of skills as individuals
move between our two countries.”
Scott Lawson, FPANZ CEO said the agreement paved
the way for closer ties between all the organisations in
the future.
“This initiative is just the start of a strong partnership
between our organisations to ensure we can continue
to deliver for our members and the broader fire
protection industry,” he said.
‘By sharing resources and costs, all learners will
benefit and we know we are delivering the best quality
industry training available. FPA Australia should be
congratulated on the quality of their training materials,
which are world class, and we are delighted to be able
to access them.”
More information about each of the partner
organisations is available from their websites:
Competenz - www.competenz.org.nz
FPA Australia – www.fpaa.com.au
FPANZ – www.fireprotection.org.nz

NEW ZEALAND
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fired up protection
LOKTRONIC’s expansive product range has just become even
wider with these first class EGRESS and FIRE PROTECTION DEVICES
and PROTECTIVE COVERS.

NEW

STI-1130 Ref. 720-102

STI-WRP2-RED-11 IP67
Ref. 720-062R

Surface mount with horn and spacer
255mm H x 179mm W x 135mm D

Also available in White.

STI-RP-WS-11/CN
Ref. 720-052W
Available in White, Green,
Blue & Yellow.

STI-13000-NC Ref. 720-090
Flush mount, no horn
206mm H x 137mm W x 69mm D

STI-RP-GF-11/CN
Ref. 720-051G
Available in White, Green,
Blue & Yellow.

NEW

STI-RP-RS-02/CI

STI-13B10-NW Ref. 720-092
Surface mount, horn and label optional
206mm H x 137mm W x 103mm D

Ref. 720-058
Cover included.
Flush Mount Available.
•
•

STI-1100 Ref. 720-054

•

Flush mount with horn
255mm H x 179mm W x 86mm D

•

•
•
•
•
•

STI-6518 Ref. 720-060
Flush mount, no horn
165mm H x 105mm W x 49mm D

STI-13210-NG Ref. 720-093
Surface mount, horn and label optional
206mm H x 137mm W x 103mm D

All STI ‘Stoppers’ are made of tough, UV stabilised
polycarbonate. Many can be supplied with or without
a 105 dB horn. Other models and sizes available
including weather resistant options.

Approved to EN54-11
Current Rating: 3 Amps @ 12-24V DC, 3 Amps @ 125-250V AC
Material: Polycarbonate
Comes with Clear Cover
2 x SPDT switches
Positive activation that mimics the feel of breaking glass.
Visible warning flag confirms activation.
Simple polycarbonate key to reset operating element - no broken glass.
Dimensions: 87mm Length x 87mm Width x 23mm
Depth (Flush Mount) & 58mm Depth (Surface Mount)

STI-6255 Ref. 720-042

Mini Theft Stopper discourages inappropriate
use of equipment. Sounds a powerful 105
dB warning horn when activated. Tough, ABS
construction. Reed switch activation for cabinets
and display cases or unique clip activation for
freestanding equipment. Does not interfere
with use of protected fire fighting equipment.
Compact design 85mm H x 85mm W x 25mm D.

STI-6720 Ref. 720-047

Break Glass Stopper. Keys under plexiglas.
Protects emergency keys from inappropriate use.
Keys remain visible. Fast, easy installation. Simple,
inexpensive plexiglas. 3 year guarantee against
breakage of the ABS housing within normal use.

NEW

Battery Load Tester Ref. 730-101

Fire Brigade Alarm: (Closed/Open) Ref. 730-231

Anti-Interference Device

ViTECH, strong, lightweight aluminum case, 5, 15
and 30 amp battery load tester for fire and alarm use.
Weight: 500gms, Size: 165mm x 90 x 70mm.

ViTECH branded Type X (730-230) and Type Y (illustrated) models with
temperature compensated pressure transducers with digital display
showing pressures for defect, fire and pump start.

Ref. 730-400 series
ViTECH AID for sprinkler valve
monitoring; fits all ball valve sizes.

21620

ViTECH products are designed and produced in New Zealand.

Loktronic Limited Unit 7 19 Edwin Street Mt Eden Auckland
P O Box 8329 Symonds Street Auckland 1150 New Zealand
Ph 64 9 623 3919 Fax 64 9 623 3881 0800 FOR LOK
mail@loktronic.co.nz www.loktronic.co.nz

Peace of mind long after you’ve left the site.
We put all our time, energy and care into delivering reliable
products, systems, services and support that help your jobs
run smoothly. So you can move on with confidence.

TRIED. TRUSTED. TRUE.

